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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the grain and chaff of criticism and analysis that have fallen
n colleges and universities in the past decade are several

new and compelling issues. To accommodate diverse races
and ethnic traditions and both gendeis, to incorporate global
perspectives on the environment and exchange among
nations, and to deal more effectively with the human dimen-
sions of the educational equation are distinctive challenges.
Bound into the fabric of the larger society by their importance
and complexity, they take on the qualities of mandates. For
education, these contemporary demands differ in essential
ways from the press of new knowledge or the expansion of
the business and professional sectors, drivers of the 1970s
and 1980s. They transcend the disciplines without diminishing
their value and introduce considerations that have not been
faced before in their full complexity.

Even though other sectors of society share the mandates
political policy makers, leaders in the justice system, and man-
agers in corporate practice, for exampleit is in the under.
graduate curriculum that many of the issues come together
for academics. It is important to recognize that the collegiate
experience has its own dimensions and its own functions.
In the fullest sense, the curriculum is intended to serve all
students by means of an experience that has enough unity
to sustain a common discourse among the best trained and
educated. If students are to be in tune with a world few of
their mentors have known, the course of study will have to
be changed in fundamental ways still to be determined, dis-
covered, or made.

At least five conditions for changing the curriculum can
be identified, as much in terms of direction as specifics. First,
a firmer grasp is needed on what the curriculum is as an idea,
what language can describe it, and at what levels it operates.
The concept of design and a pragmatic terminology give an
operational definition. Second, the flood of criticism, dissec-
tion, recommendation, and interpretation visited on the col-
legiate curriculum merits a careful review. Third, the need
is continuous for modest self-analysis dealing with what the
academic profession is and what its condition of practice
should he. Fourth, because we know so little about what the
solutions might be, a longer perspective is needed. The mode
of change will be comprehensive, calling for a thorough ex-
ploration of the issues as well as attention to bases of action.

Reneuing the College and Departmental Curriculum



Finally, the management of transforming change in the
curriculum brings to the fore a pronounced need for wider
understanding of the organization and its content. Together
these factors point toward a two-stage process for opening
curricular change to the n. tdates. The preparatory stage
emphasizes legitimation of substance and method, explo-
ration to generate understanding, and negotiation. Then the
central task becomes one of moving to action in ways that
recognize the shape of change and the forces of culture within
which it moves.

it,
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FOREWORD

The call to review and redirect the college curriculum orig-
inates from the sense that the curriculum is no longer achiev-
ing its intended purpose. Central to curriculum review is
development of a clear understanding of the curriculum's
vision and mission. It is not sufficient to make observations
about the increased diversity of students or recount the tech-
nological and scientific changes sweeping through a particular
disdpline without showing how such factors affect the process
and intended outcomes of a college education.

The college curriculum is more than just a collection of
courses that a student puts together like so many graduation
stamps until enough are collected to qualify for a diploma.
It should be a conceptual framework that includes consid-
eration of at least the following questions:

What are students educational eVectations?While stu-
dents likely do not know specifically what courses or
body of knov., ige appropriately makes up their program
of study, they do have expectations for specific out-
comesand those outcomes should be respected and
considered during design of the curriculum. Ignoring
these expectations or withholding the truth from students
(such as the types of jobs and starting salaries available
for program graduates) is tantamount to academic fraud.
What is the sum body of knowledge making up a par-
ticular discipline, profession, or area of study?Unless
a curricular arca periodically assesses the total knowledge
base, the program will inevitably contain only those
courses within the expertise of the current faculty. While
this approach can sometimes be more than adequate,
the knowledge offered through a curriculum should not
be left to chance. If the knowledge base of a curricular
area is periodically reviewed, the faculty can make con-
scious, informed decisions about what is being made
available to students and not allow the quality of the cur-
riculum to be determined by uncontrolled changing of
faculty interests, personalities, or availability.
What are society's cwpectations for outcomes?All colleges
receive some public support. Most institutions, through
student aid, categorical grants, or direct support, receive
a great deal of public assistance. Why? Because colleges
add value to society. Unfortunately, this value often can-
not be measured. But the expectations employers have

Renewing the Colltwe and Departmental Curriculum xiii



for college graduates are measurableand they are being
poorly met. Society's support of higher education is

. largely determined by hov; satisfied employers and voters
are with the quality of graduates. And the willingness
of state and local governments to withhold funds is an
indication of dissatisfaction!

A S long as these three precepts are continually included as
part of its vision and mission, the college and departmental
curricula can be renewed successfully and effectively.

William Toombs, professor emeritus, and William Tierney,
amodate professor and senior research associate, both of the
Center for the Study of Higher Education at The Pennsylvania
State University, present the background, theory, and process
of curricular change in this monograph. They discuss current
academic and professional curricular practices, the curricular
debate, reconceptualization, analysis of the curriculum, and
the planning and implementation of organizational and cur-
ricular change, stressing the concept of "transformation," both
of the curriculum and in the thinking that designs it.

What cannot be overkmked is that renewing college and
departmental curricula is not a process but a result. The pro.
cess leading to renewal takes place with incremental steps,
each guided by a lonwrange vision. That vision must tran-
scend the dayto-day restrictions of individual faculty members
and become the wisdom of the collective wholefiiculty,
students, and society in general. This report is a step toward
development of such a vision.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor, and Director, ERIC Clearinghouse

on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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INTRODUCTION

A Place in History

Apocalipse or Golden Age. The choice is ourv. As we
approach the beginning of the third millennimn, the way
we address that question define ubat it means to be
human (Naisbitt and Aburdene 1990, p. xxiv).

Times n'ere to RPM u'orw aro' the next fifty-odd years until
at SOMe inperceptible moment, bY some notcterious chem-
isny, energies uvre r.efreshed, ideas broke out of the mold

. . . into new realms and humanity found itsdf redirecwd
(Richman 1978, p. 581).

These quotations, the first on the eve of the 21st century, the
other recounting the threshold of the 15th, hold two mes-
sages. First, they tdl us of an abkling challenge to higher
learning: fiwever a search for the mysterious chemistry that

-refreshes energies and for clues that mark the imperceptible
moment, thus to aid in that risky choice. The second, more
imtmediate in its implications, is that the way we address that
(juestion is a product of our Own devising. The product varies
from age to age- --these days from decade to decadebut
nu we than ever hefi we choices hecome realities. Wise choices
are, in fau, the central challenge for the curriculum.

Even without the detailed documentation pnwided (see,
e.g., Apple 1983; Brentlinger 1986; Kidder 1987; Naisbitt and
Aburdene 1990; Williams 1986 ), we can see that the objective
of the search for the next generati( in is the creation of a plural-
istic s()ciety rich in human values and set in a glohal com-
munity, a world of individualism anddiversity. To do so calls
fir new levels of understanding and acceptance (Ornstein
lin(I Ehrlich 1989). Education is good at activating understand-
ing hut limited in its capacity to build acceptance.

Unfinished Business
I 'nfinished business of the present and recent past in science,
management, and technology still challenges the academic
world, hut the essence of the search now is kw a better com-
prehension of the human terms in the equation--seeking
to enhance one's understanding of humanity and society,
according to Kenyon College's catalog. In the framework of
the curriculum. the search takes three kwms: modification,
integration, and transformation.

Wise choices
are, in/at-4
the central
challenge for
the

Renening the College and Departmental Curriculum
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Each form of change is considered in the following sec-
tions, hut most of this monograph is directed toward trans-
formation and the importance of the curriculum in the search.
Before discussing the most intriguing idea, transformation,
however, one should take note of three puzzling themes that
persist in the writing and reporting on the curriculum.

First, the whole idea of a curriculum, the concept itself,
is so loosely defined as to he unbound. Subsequent pages
analyze this problem and develop the notion of curriculum
as a problem in design. The terms used to describe the cur-
riculum and its components are limited and unsystematic,
a serious handicap to professional practice that calls for reme-
dies. One approach to both the concept and the terminology
is presented in the section titled "Definitions and Reference
Points."

Sectrld, pressures on the collegiate curriculum are so
numerous and varied that the critics, choices, and mandates
merit review ("Meeting Mandates" and "Forces of Change").
"The Nature of Professional Practice" considers the faculty
perspective (ni the curriculum.

Third, the process of framing and managing curricular
change within an established organization is not well under-
stood, but 'The Process of Analysis" explores ways to imple-
ment such change. Finally, organizational change is addressed
in "Managing Change in the Curriculum."

A Primary Audience
A primary audience is the teaching kiculty as well as depart-
ment heads, deans, provosts, and vice presidents, that is, all
who take seriously their shared responsibility for the events
that make up an undergraduate program of learning----a cur-
riculum--not just classes. More specifically, the intended
audiences are faculty members joined in collaborative groups
to look into a whole pr()grarn conditions Ibund in com-
mittees, task forces, teams, or study groups.

Other audiences fin. whom the ideas could be useful are
those attending to the overall patterns of teaching and learn-
ing, whether at the level of a degree program, an institution,
a system, or a collection of similar programs. Thus, regional
and professional accreditation teams will find something of
value. Board members, advisory committees, and staff
members----any(me who is open to a broader understanding

17



and new perspectives on accountability for learning--will
find this approach useful.

The line of argument is straightforward and constructed
around two main ideas:

1. The curriculum is a sophisticated artifact that offers the
best vehicle for addressing the challenges of diversity,
the substance of criticism, the evolving structure of knowl-
edge, the dynamics of students choices, and rising costs.

2. thnditions today call for change ofa vecial kindbeyond
our more familiar notions of modification and reform.

The idea of "transformation" has been selected to signify the
new scope of change. The process of change has two phases,
one setting up the framework for transformation, the other
addressing directly the process of organizational change.
Before undertaking a transformatkm, himever, the curriculum
must he better defined, more accurately described, and ele-
vated as a key concern of professional practice. The substance
of criticism and experimentation in the last decade merits
examination.

Finally, this monograph sets forth distinct priorities and
definite points of view that are intended to bring order to
the discourse, not to foreclose other views and opinknis or
lay claim to a completely integrated system of thought and
action, a single inviolable instrument. It is one contribution
among many toward solving the enigma of the curriculum.
Curricukw issues are hard issues--hard to define, hard to ana-
lyze, and hard to negotiate---but they are still the heart of
the enteiprise. Readers are urged to take what tits, modify
freely, discuss even more freely, dissent at will, and find their
own application.

Reneu.ing the College and Departnwntal Curriculu
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MEETING MANDATES

Challenges and the Curriculum
Generating new organimtions
Challenges to and changes in the curriculum are continuous.
Variations in the challenges and changes come largely in how
the academy responds. Over the past several decades, the way
we address the questions of expansion and differentiation
in the U.S. postsecondary system has been to itc/ent new insti-
tutional forms. The community college movement, the trans-
formation of teachers colleges into comprehensive univer-
sities, and the rapid rise of proprietary schools carried forward
the democratization of opportunity. U.S. graduate schools and
the refinement of professional schools within universities pro.
vided organizational devices for the production of highly
trained people, the growth of research, and the introduction
of new relationships with industry and government. Exper-
iments with organintional approaches continue: Nova Uni-
versity and its counterparts, adult and continuing education
programs, distance learning, and joint enterprises among uni-
versities all stand as examples. So far, we have met the press
of specialized knowledge and techniques, massive increases
in enrollments, and the differentiation of social functions
mainly by creating new departments, schools, divisions, or
institutions and by encouraging them to make new curricula.
Thiditionally, the United States has preferred to invent new or-
ganintions, not to reform programs (Toombs and Escala 1986).

But it is doubtful that merely adding new kinds of insti-
tutions can accommodate the prospective complexity.

Students' choices
One change that has the qualities of a curricular mandate is
the awesome shift in students' elections of major field. It is
surprising that the consequences for academic communities
have been discussed so little, hut that fact could he attribut-
able to the myopia of the disciplines. What does it mean when
the accounting department becomes larger than the English
department in seven years? When the computer science
department doubles every three years hut history decreases
by a third? The shift in students' preferences was anticipated
more than three decades ago: "The sheer fact of tremendous
increase in enrollments has unsettled the traditional tacit trea-
ties among the disciplines" (Riesman 1956, p. 79). The forces
at work here are products of a larger, continuous phenom-
enon, a rapidly moving economy, and a new social contract.

1?enewin4 /be Coilege and Ikparinumtal CWrriculum 5
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In a knowkdgebased, information-rich society, the ways in
which ideas are translated into use stimulate both students'
choices and changes in the disciplinary structure. The pros-
pect in view is a dynamic curricukim that is flexible ill size
and content and reaches beyond an architectonic view of
knowledge. The alternative of a hyperspecialized organiza-
tkmal structure now carries weaker logic for the needs of stu-
dents than it did two decades ago.

Cost creep
A different kind of influence on organizational options conies
from the rising costs of learning and its supporting dimen-
skms. Computer technology, library services, audiovisual
materials, office services, and publication are entwined with
the curriculum, differing across programs. By custom, depart-
ments and deans' offices are the management lod for budge;
ing. But the classroom, laboratory, and library are command-
ing more and more supplies, equipment, services, and
facilities. The cost of keeping and transmittaig knowkdge

creases just as the more visible costs of generating knowl-
edge through research rise. In short, the curriculum itself is
a ,Major cost center.

Evidence suggests that about one in eight institutions is
not keeping up with and in fact decreased educational and
general expenditures (El-Khawas 1987). The strictures appear
to have increased, but they are less often discussed, a con-
dition that promises an "educational austerity" for new ideas
(Wharton 1979). Creating new units is now a costly solution
to mandates for change.

The principal mandate for higher education
A principal mandate for higher education is to navigate the
cultural crosscurrents surging in the country's value structure.
Banners of the 1960s and 1970s have multiplied into dozens
of pennants, each marching with its own rationale. Installing
each in a separate organization can only foment separatism
and contention that deny a democratic consensus.

But in any case, many of those diverse interests belong
together. To become truly pluralistic and not simply a bal-
kanized society, we must find means to incorporate diversity
around a common human ground within our institutions.
Recent events in Yugoslavia remind us vividly and tragically
what the metaphor "balkanized" signifies. Colleges and uni-
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versities are high on the list. Looking toward curriculum at
the turn of the century, one author identified the sources of
difficulty as increasing conflict from a polarization Of interests,
tensions as business and industry make direct demands on
dw curriculum, externally controlled, mission-specific fund-
ing, and a view of curriculum development as a social act
(Apple 1983).

If organizational proliferation is limited by cost and the very
complexity of issues, then changing the curriculum in col-
leges and universities is an Obvious medium for addressing
concerns. Because the college curriculum has the qualities
of a zero-sum game, any transformation of the curriculum is
likely to be accompanied by reverberating adjustments to tra-
ditional forms of organization.

Three Forms of Curricular Change
Challenges to the curriculum have never been in short supply.
Often they run in opposite directions and carry threats of
ideological collision. It is up to faculties to findmore com-
monly to make---a balanced curriculum out of these chal-
lenges. Uvo modes are familiar----modffication and integration;
(nie is newcurricular transformation.

One is to modify the conditions of learning, re-forming the
curriculum and acomnting for new knowledge. Disciplines
and professional fields are continuously called on to adapt
courses and programs to fit emerging theory, technique, prac-
tice, and epistemology. Studies of curricular history show that
one way to deal with the differentiation of knowledge has
been "compartmentalization" (Hopmann 1991, p. 4 ). This
approach can be traced to the late decades of the last century,
paralleling the entrance into the curriculum of the natural
sciences with an emphasis on positivism, reductionism, and
specialization (Clark 1983). In modifYing the conditions of
learning, the issues ( A. importance are setting boundaries and
defining irterrelatkinships among the disciplines, what the
students of curricular history at the ltniversity of Kiel refer
to as "segmentation" (Hopmann 1991, p. 9). In the process
of modification, goals can he defined and the parties of inter-
est known. usually a few departments. so the process of
change can follow familiar processes of planned change.

Familiar though this response to new knowledge might
be. a growing view holds that a postmodern era could be
upon us and that other modes are needed. Ideas such as

Renewing ilk' Cotiew roul DeparInwiltal Currkulum
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"open systems," complexity theory, and theories of change
by saltation require curricular responses we are not yet pre.
pared to offer (Doll 1989, p. 251). Modification is, neverthe-
Ims, the kind of curricular change we know most about.

A second kind of curricular change, a reaction to reduc-
tionist philosophies and specialization, is integration. The
search for unity in knowledge, a proper scope to studies, and
linkage within the curriculum has a long history. Tlw tradition
is marked by rich discourse and imaginative approaches to
pedagt)gy and the design of curricula. The goal of attaining
a sense of unity, of synthesis, from the fragmented.structure
of disciplinary specialties comes from two roots.

Older integrautrs emphasized the unity of "truth'' and intel-
lectual commitment whatever the field of study. "The uni .

versity has locked itself into methodologies that preclude seri-
ous consideratkm of certain regions of reality. The central
curricular issue of our age is whether the university is
grounded in an epistenu)k)gy that alk)ws fin. open rather than
constricted vision" (Huston Smith, cited in Clark and Waw,
rytko 1990, p. 123). A second argument for integration is
found in the challenge to bridge the gap hetween the pattern
of 1(..arning and the nature Of the active world. "The CUITiC.
ulum hears little c(winection to contemporary reality, and even
when it does, it is in such a fragmented fi)rn that liule usefu(
understanding is pc)ssible" p. 2). The pm! of an integrated
currici.lum has been discussed at conferences and received
major emphasis in the studies of the Carnegie Foundation
over the past decade (Boyer 1987 ). Efforts to include the sub-
stance of liberal learning into prolessk mai preparation offer
another example of integrative change; an amhiticius under
taking at Syracuse Elliversity reflects a wide range of analysis
( Marsh 1988).

Proposals for integrated learning usually encompass on ly
a segment of the U nal curricultim, 01w constellatkm of courses
or (me certification program. The media f(w integration are
fairly well accepted and run al(mg the lines of interdisciplinary
offerings or comprehensive twdag(Nies. such as senior sem
inars or broad-gauged projects. lf goals are known, then inter
ested parties can be &signaled, the vehicles for change iden-
tified, and the regular planning pnwesses folk twed.

Curricular transfitrmation is the third kind ( A. mandated
change. like the (nher two, it offers a modality by which the
issues can be described, examined, negotiated, and accom.
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moilated. But transformation is very different frcm the other
two processes. The ksues are new and to a degree undefined,
leaving open the subject of goals or even outcomes. The
;Icope of concern is wider, the stake hoklers mtwIll1111W)LIS,
and the appropriate media for action not yet known. Even
tilt ugh the mandate might be clear, the process of curricular
ch;Jige and the breadth and depth of the challenges in such
a setting are different and somewhat unfamiliar, leading to
the concentration in much of this analysis on transforming
influences in the curriculum.

The choice of "transform" over the more popular "reform"
is a considered deciskm. Reform denotes a return to a natural
or normal state. It connotes a conditkm in which the direction
of change and the final state are known. Transform, however,
connotes a metamorphosis ( t-Ik!, in additk)n to much of the
feminist literature, Conrail and Haworth 1991; Conrad and
Pratt 1983). What the authors have tried to do here is to fix
the concept in terms of action. In the words of one experi
enced participant, "A transformation in thinking" shoukl pre-
cede curricular reorganization (Andersen 1988, p. 48).

Those issues that press toward curricular transformation
share several atthbutes. Each set poses questions that cannot
be fully answered by disciplines and professional areas as they
arc now conducted. Each presents penetrating questions of
values that early strong political overtones. Each offers little
help in pointing toward an acceptable pedagogy or, for that
matter. a research agenda or charter for public service. Now
at the forefront are questions of gender equity, ethnicity, inter-
nationalism or multiculturalism, ethics and social responsi-
bility, and envininmentalism.

In short, what is to be done on these topics, by whom, and
how are all open to exphratkill. Eldl holds the pri)Spect of
a transkirming change in the curriculum, not simply modi-
fication or integration. Matters of such scope are best
addressed by a full examination of how 'academics co lceive
their role and how the curriculum itself is defined. analyzed,
and dinged. But before taking up these details, a few basic
assumptions are in order.

An Educational Premise
An educational premise underlying this monograph is the
view that a curriculum is an act of collective riwonse by a
collegiate fculty. It is an expression of intellectual account-

A second
argument for
integration
is found in the
challenge to
brklge the gap
between the
pattern of
learning and
the nature of
the active
world
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ability as a faculty responds to external factorssociety's
expectations and changes in knowledgeand to internal fac-
tors, such as students' needs. That response might be imag-
inative or creative, merely pedestrian, or even servile. At its
best, it is the product of an independent reading by an aca-
demic community of what is needed at a particular time and
an educational expression of that need. 1n more sophisti-
cated terms:

The University must now take on that oivrall cybernetk
fundion of analyzing in its own way the needs of society
and feeding back that information in the form uf ciduca-
tion programs (CER1 / OECD 1972).

History and tradition offer only limited help with that cyber-
netic function. Each curriculum has a history, but the force
of history operates as an external stimulus, not an internal
dynamic for the curriculum itself.

It is tempting to describe changes in a curriculum as his-
twically seowntial but that would be Pnisleading. . . . The

history education is as »web a Any of culture and insti
tutions as of Nem (Rothhlatt 1988, p. 12).

This idea is presented well in the introduction to a series
of historical studies:

Eveg institution partly refkis the social, eamomic, and
mditical sptem, but partly alcu it lives a life of its own, inde-
pendent of the interests and hdiefs of the community
What is abundantly clear is that the response of the uni-
Ivrsity to external change has been 'wither simple nor imme-
diate . . Nor does the histoq of the unit may lend wry
support to) theories about its simple function to incukate
established rabies and transmit established cultural ?iorms.
. The university lus not been a Parsmian functionalist
institution responding slavishly to social needc. Nor has it
been a Marxist superstructure, automatkally pmviding the
ideological pnps fw the group that currently controls the
means Of production (Stone 1974, p. v).

And this approach has practical consNuences:

/0
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After a number ofyears of uurk in curriculum rxisiml
immen's studies, I found that my colleagues and

I were frequently makingjudginents without haring made
the grounds of ourjudgments eaplicit (McIntosh 1983).

What is studied, how, and why must he constructed and
reconstructed from the interplay of the academy and the world
outside. History and philosophy provide only breadth and
insight, not direct guidance. The fundamental accountability
of academics is for the way they translate the forces at work
in that larger world into the substance of the collegiate cur-
riculumin short, where they stand (Eberle 1974).

Renewing tlk, College and Departmental curriculum
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DEFINITIONS AND REFERENCE POINTS

Setting Boundaries
If the curriculum is to he the instrument ot change, its mean-
ings and operational terms must he clearer than they are cur-
rently. For all its frivolous Lain roots,the larger meanings of
"curriculum" do not spring from the literal meaning, a race-
course, but from the practical, chilly, Calvinist climate of Scot-
land. Medieval universities and colleges derived their power
not from teaching, research, or a coherent program of studies
but from the right to cert4 and examine. Historical accounts
show us that studies on the continent and in England were
little more than loose congeries of subjects grouped around
faculty members. Canon law, theology, and civil law predom-
inated. The period of study was of indeterminate length, with
the professor and examiners the arbiters.

how long a student mmained part of the corporation of
'professeurs" depended on a number of factom . . , The
duration depended primar4 on a student's choice of pro.
fessor or university, for . . . the perkxl of residence de-
manded of graduands could vary significantly from faculty
to faculty and from institution to institution (Brockliss
1987, p. 55).

In Spain, students often attended university only a year or
two, until they landed a preferment in the hierarchy of civil
or church administration (Kagan 1975, p. 355). The fortunes,
enrollments, and subjects in French and German universities
were "continually threatened by the brooding, 'protective'
presence of spiritual and temporal powers" (Brocklisti 1987,
p, 444). Only the Scottish universities adopted the modem
usage for "curriculum." The earliest recorded reference, at
the lIniversity of Glasgow in 1643, identifies a "cuniculum
quinque annorum." The term kept its meaning, and the Glas-
gow calendar of 1829 refers to "the curriculum of svidents
who mean to take degrees in Surgery to he three years"
(Oxford University 1971).

Scottish usage did not spread widely or rapidly. In the no-
mal course of events, once a useful concept is introduced,
the term is elaborated, invested with specific meanings, and
articulated as part of the technical terminology. For whatever
reason, those events never quite happened with the idea of
a curriculum. It is not accidental that the two settings where
the notion of a curriculum did persist were Scotland and the

1?eneu,in4' ilk' College and Departmental Otrriculum 1,1
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United States. Scottish learneds and divines populated the
colorUal universities in America. They brought with them the
influences of the Scottish Enlightenment, stem in its theology
and orderly in its views of education.

The cokmial colleges, founded like the lower schools to pre-
seriv tradition and transmit culture, had become mildly
innovative in spite of themselves. . Colonial colleges con-
sequently often looked for precedent and advice to the more
lively Scottish universities and the far more innovative Dis-
senting academies of England (May 1976, p. 33).

With "moral philosophy" at the peak of the curriculum, these
influences continued well into the 19th century.

It is not hard to understand the conquest of academic Amer-
ica in the early 19th century by the philosophy of Common
Sense. It was enlightened, moderate, practical, and easy to
teach. It could be used to sustain or valdate any set of ideas,
but was in fact associated with the Moderate Enlightenment
and Moderate Calvinism. It was never anti-scientific nor
obscurantiSt, nel.er cynical, and it opened no doors to intel-
lectual or moral chaos (May 1976, p. 346).

In the United States, the development of a structure for the
curriculum, the "macrodimension" of the teaching-learning
experience, proceeded rapidly. The expansion and differen-
tiation of the natural sciences, the "elective principle (that]
led to the gradual elimination of the old curriculum and to
the success of the new scholarly disciplines and professional
studies" (Ben-David 1972, p. 58), and the more sophisticated
organization of American universities all contributed to the
evolution of an orderly, phased schedule of studies (Ben-
Davkl 1977, p. 77). Structural features of the curriculum were
standardized: the adoption of "Carnegie credits" in high
schools that carried over into colleges, and agreement on
course nomenclature, degrees, and academic dress. "Much
of the writing on the curriculum . . in the U.S. was . . admin-
istrative and managerial in emphasis," however (Squires 1990,
p. 1: see also Reid 196, p. 159).

In contrast to the growth of curricular structure, the passage
of the ideathe concept of what the realm of the curriculum
might hebecame highly diffused, and two consequences
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of this vague historical track are with us still. First, the cur-

riculum as a concept, as a discrete idea, is almost without

boundaries. It can mean anything from the "bundle" of pro-

grams an institution offers to the individual experience of a

particular student. Second, systernati,: description, that is, an

orderly, technical terminology that will enhance insights on

practice and is a means of linking ideas to application, has

not developed. "What we appear to lack . . . is a general

vocabulary or framework for understanding the nature of

knowledge and skills across university disciplines" (Donald

1986, p. 267). Often faculty at work on the curriculum are

forced to invent their own labels to describe what they do.

The idea of a curriculum has been differentiated across a

wide range of meanings. One basic view is that curriculum

is "what is taught" (Squires 1990). A narrow view holds that

curriculum is "the body of courses that present knowledge,

principles, values, and skills that are the intended consequen-

ces of formal education" (EA:vine 1981). And the broad view

holds that "the curriculum . . . will have to he conceived as

the name for the total active life of each person in college"
(Taylor 1950, p. 220). Even the set of choices from which the

curriculum can he defined is broad.
Some see a split in the definition.

It is importattt at the outset to distinguish clearly between

tu.o nteanings of the term "curriculum." The word (canl
connote either fonnal structural arrangements or the sub-

stance of uhat is being taught. (lit be sure the relations
betuven fin'm caul substance, here as alwajw, are complex

(Vt!ysey 1973, p. 73).

Others find evidence of six uses:

1. A college'sor program's --mission, purpose, or collective
expression of what is important for students to learn;

2. A set of experiences that some authorities believe all stu-

dents should have;
3, The set of courses offered to students;

4. The set of courses students actually elect from those

available:
S. The content of a specific discipline; and
6. The time and credit frame in which the college provides

education (Stark and Lowther 1986, p. 45).

Nelkleillg the Oillep,e and Departmental Clarklikilll
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The distinction between structure and concept is important
in light of the preemptive administrative interest and faculty
neglect of the idea. Most faculty would side with the notion
that "the structural aspects of the curriculum have much less
to do with the quality of an education than is often believed.
Quality instead is more importantly linked to matters of sub-
stance" (Veysey 1973, p. 22). Or they would subscribe to the
view that "all arguments of detail about the curriculum are
absolutely pointless.. . . Arguments of principle, centering
on what to do instead of lining up courses end to end until
graduation, might be helpful" (Caws 1974, p. 24).

A result of this diffusion is recorded in faculty interviews
showing how difficult it is for faculty members to get much
beyond their own courses in thinking about the curriculum
(Stark et al. 1988, p. 85). Most analysts find it chaotic as well.
This disorder is a product of many factors:

The curricular disarray constitutes a major artifact that
permits seivral inferences. It testifies to the loss of confi-
dence among faculty. It testifies to the enlargement of pop-
ular functions. . . And it proiddes archeological el,idence
of the vast transformation of the amount and shape of
knowledgewhat there is to teachover the past century
(Bowen 1977, p. 413).

In sum, application of the concept of "curriculum" spread
in the United States, hut it did not achieve the refined mean-
ing, precise definition, or consensus among professors that
standards of prof-ssional practice normally require. Those
who apply the concepts of the curriculum to real situations
must first make a working definition and then operationalize
the concept. Doing so might not be all bad, for it forces con-
sideration of meanings and any working definition must allow
plenty of room for local initiatives.

Building a working definition fortunately has recent schol-
arly compilations of definitions to draw on (see Conrad 1978,
1985b for a comparative analysis; Dressel 1971 for a classic
work on reconciling tensions; Eisner and Valiance 1974 for
a discusfilon of five of the essential conflicts that surface in
curricular work; Mayhew and Ford 1971 for the compilation
of a range of views around the theme that "the curriculum
is a struggle to accommodate many competing issues" [p.
5]; and Stark and Lowther 1986 for a full review of definitions
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and the literature that supports them, including a review of
the use in kindergarten through grade 12 and an articulated
schema of the major topics that bear on the curriculum). It
is interesting, perhaps a sign of progress, to find that many
of the earlier working definitions of, say, 20 years ago tried
to incorporate as many dimensions of study as possible into
the definition of curriculum, while later definitions have
tended to focus on coherence across a more limited scope.

A working definition can he constructed around several
common concepts. First, the curriculum as a plan for learning
is well developed (see Stark et al. 1988), based on a compre-
hensive analysis of the literature on the subject. Further field
research among faculty led back to the "course" and course
planning as the fundamental component of such a plan, not
the curriculum. Second, the curriculum can be seen as an
instructional system, another well-developed approach (see
Diamond 1989 for both theoretical and practical aspects of
sustaining a highly systematic program of action). Third, the
concept of system has been extended to consider the cur-
riculum as a major subsystem of the university, thus opening
analysis of the inputs and outcomes (Conrad 1978). This
approach can be characterized as "systemic curricular plan-
ning." Fourth, the idea of the curriculum as a nwdium of stu-
dent detylopment has been explored and developed in some
of the mast compelling literature of higher education (see
Chickering 1981; Chickering et al. 1977; Cross and McCartan
1984; Gamson et al. 1984; and Sanford 1962, among others).
Fifth, strong traditional orientations to the curriculum as an
analog to the sttucture of knowledge persiSt in "essentialist"
approaches and in contemporary reinterpretations (Bell 1966;
Hirst 1974; Phenix 1964).

Useful but more instrumental or prescriptive aids to defin-
ing curriculum also are widely found in the literature. Perhaps
the simplest framework for looking at the curriculum is pro-
vkled by four penetrating questions about purpose, content,
organizatim, and 2valuation ("Tyler 1950). Dressel's 21 "gen-
eral prii iciples of curriculum construction" examine the cur,
riculum from many positions (see Mayhew and Ford 1971
for a summary).

In the best tradition of American pragmatism is the
"competency-based" approach to curriculum. A product of
the last 20 years, it has been fully articulated in the experience
of Alverno College. But stated "competence" is also charac-

Renewing tbe college and Departmental Curriculum
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teristic of programs that lead to external certification or licens-

ing, such as nursing, business, and engineering. The same
goal-oriented approach to the curriculum is found in the con-

temporary emphasis on "outcomes" (Pascarella and Terenzini
1991; see also Bergquist, Gould, and Greenberg 1981 for a

comprehensive inventory of outcomes and a matrix for assess-

ment, and McKelvie 1986 and Pazandak 1989 for a discussion
of the value of goals in a large university setting).

In looking for guidance to develop a working definition
of the curriculum, one caveat is worth noting. At an early

meeting of any committee, study group, or task force, some-

one will likely recommend that a comprehensive statement
of philosophy nnist precede any detailed consideration. Phi-

losophy in education is tricky business. At the start of a proj-

ect, philosophical assumptions have to be made, but they are
not the philosophy. The full meaning, the "philosophy of the
curriculum," cannot be known until the working components
are in place and the program has been operating for a time.

The history of the curriculum is one in aka) theories are
nel'er realized in the manner they are intended. There are
a/nut's unintended, unanticipated, and unwilled conse-
quences as theories are put into social action (Popkewitz

1988, p. 69).

Many a curriculum committee has foundered because at the
first meetingand every one thereaftersomeone insisted
that the philosophy be fully articulated before any action be
undertaken.

The Design Approach
Reviews of curricular projects, successful and unsuccessful,
observation of curriculum committees and task forces wres-
tling with issues of the curriculum, and an examination of
proposals for overhauling undergraduate studies stimulate
an interesting proposition. Effective organizing principles for
the curriculum are likely to be found at a lower level of
abstraction than "thowy," "philosophy," or "historical dia-
lectic." The concept of design is just such a principle. It is sup-
ported by a sound conceptual framework that is less demand-
ing than a fully formulated theory but easily overcomes the
sins of instrumentalism. The heart of this approach is to deal
with the curricular sector of practice as a pmblem in design.
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Once a "problem" in the realm of practice is defined, all the

mature professions have orderly "tools" or artifacts to deal

with it. The artifact of the academy is the curriculum.

The notion of artifacts as the means of meeting problems

in design is well developed, leading us to see each program

of education as an "artifact," an artificial system intended to

fulfill a purpose (Simon 1969).

Fulfillment of purpose or adaptation to a goal intvlves a

relation among three terms: the purpose or goal, the char-

acter of the artifact, and the environment in which the arti-

fact performs . . . An artifact can be thought of as a meet-

ing point, an "interface" in todays terms, between an

"inner" environment, the substance and organization of

the artifact itsdf, and an "outer" environment, the sur-

roundings in which it operates If the inner environment
is appropriate to the outer emironment, or vice versa, the

artifact will serve its intendedpurpose (Simon 1969, p. 6).

A fundamental distinction here lies between "artificial sys-

tems" and the "natural systems" of science, which aim at

understanding, systematic understanding, and prediction with

respect to phenomena that already exist in nature.

The artificial world is centered precisely on this interface

between the inner and outer environments; it is concerned

with attaining goals by adapting the former to the latter.

The proper study of those uho are concerned with the arti-

ficial is the u,ay in which that adaptation of means to en .

vironments is brought about, and central to that is the pro-

cess of design itself
Historically and traditionally, it has been the task of the

science disciplines to teach about natural things: how they

are and bow they work. It has been the task of engineering

schools to teach about artificial things: how to make artifacts

that have the desired properties and how to design.

Engineers are not the onlyprofessional designers Every.

one designs who devises courses of action aimed at chang-

ing exiSting situations intopreferred on c. The intellectual

activity that produces material artifacts is no different fun-

damentally from the one that prescribes remedies for a sick

patient or the one that devises- a new sales plan for a cum-

paw or a social welfare policy for a state. Design, so con-

Tbe heart of
this approach
is to deal with
the curricular
sector of
practice as a
problem in
design.
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strued, is the core of all professional training; it is the prin-
cipal mark that distinguishes the professionS from the sci-
ences. Schools of engineering as well as schools of archi-
tecture, business, education, law, and medicine, are all
central4) concerned with the process of design (Simon 1969,
p. 55, emphasis added).

In light of this conceptualization, revisions to the curric-
ulum, which seem endless to faculty, and the shades of dif-
ference that arise among academic programs are not symp-
toms of confusion, but evidence of vitality.

What process is postulated by the notion of design? In its
usual format, design defines a "problem" and formulates a
solution. That solujon can never be perfect, only "satisficing"
(to use Simon's tei.m)exactly the case with a curriculum.
It is from artists, architects, and engineers that the details
emerge. The designer operates with few preconceptions kind
uses available resources, taking full account of their strengths
and shortcomings. The title of a book, Design: The Problem
Comes First (Bernsen 1982), explicates the pattern. A group
of art students offer these defining phrases: "Design is the
placing of subject matter so as to put it to its greatest advan-
tage or to have it in the most interesting shape, form, or posi-
tion possible" (Emerson 1957).

In more esoteric phrases, "a universal process of ordering,
evidenced in both the 'physical and 'mental' spheres, is open-
ing after years of concern with, not beauty, humility, or poetry,
but with ELEMENTAIS. . . An epoch of ORDER is opening"
(Lancelot Law Whyte, cited in Banham 1974). The "order"
that stands at the center of the concept is not casual. "A goocl
design never comes by chance; it is the product of trained
intelligence. . . By design we mean the creating of relation-
ships . . (Whyte, cited in Banham 1974).

One great asset of the concept of design is its comprehen-
sive neutrality. The curriculum "desIgner" is free of presump-
tions, free to examine components on their relative merits;
large classes or small, interdisciplinarity or multidisciplinarity,
_master classes or studio classestheir value is determined
by the place in the design. With an approach involving design,
questions are moved to a lower level of abstraction, and, con .

sequently, more dimensions of operation can be considered.
This advantage was first observed nearly a century ago:

"When we approach the study of design, from whatever point
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of view, . . we can hardly fail to be impressed with [the) vast
variety and endless complexity of forms . . the term covers.

. . The range is enormous" (Crane 1977, p. 1). The essential
process in the application of design involves "inventing things
[that) utsplay new physical order, organization, form, in
response to function" (Alexander 1964, p. 1).

To approach change in the curriculum as a problem in
design, not philosophy or technique, fixes the responsibility
with the inventorthat is, the faculty. Curriculum as design
emphasizes invention, intention, and construction.

The essence of the natural sciences is the discovery of hid-
den patwrns or partialiy concealed ones [echoes of devel-
opmental psychology!j. Natural phenomena have an air
of "necessity" about them. Artificial phenomena havean
air of "contingency" in their malleabili01 by the environ-
ment (Simon 1969, p. 3, emphasis added).

It is not surprising that many educational thinkers and writ.
ers have touched the edge of the idea of design, for "curric-
ulum theory is about mix"(Broudy 1977) and the curriculum
is a "social artifact" (Rudolph 1977). "Theoty is inadequate
to the tasks of the curriculum" (Schwab 1969).

A Framework for Design Analysis
If "design" holds advantages over "theory" as the means of
investing the curriculum with practical ATectiveness, how can
it be applied? Any elaboration of the ido should give bound-
aries and reasonable specificity, but, most important, the
refinement of definitions should not go to such detail that
it hampers the judgment of those who have to work with it.

The implications of the preceding subsecti()n can he woven
into a comprehensive definition: The curriculum is an inten-
tional design for learning negotiawd by faculty in light of their
speciafted knowkdge and in the context of social expecta-
tions and students' needs. lbw definition might he a bit
stodgy, hut it does sharpen the point that a curriculum is an
artifact produced by a particular faculty r w students at a par-
ticular institution. The essential qualities are all there: faculty
responsibility, specialized knowledge, intended outcomes,
negotiated relationships, and a learning plan for students.

The components of design as they apply to higher educa
tion must be identified. Readily adaptable from art, engineer-
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ing, and science are the three basic components of design
context, content, and form (see figure 1)--and each com-
ponent can be elaborated to fit higher education. The figure
provides an open matrix into which most curricular change
can be fitted. Probably the simplest application of these com-
ponents is as a checklist to describe fully what is contained
and implied in a given academic progrAm. The open matrix
is also useful for comparing the features of one unit of the
curriculum to another. It can fiinction as a planning format
that presents current versus intended stzzes. It can aid an eval-
uation of practice against ideal or intended features. And the
order of the major components, context, content, and form,
can be rearranged to reflect priorities. For example, form
might be elevated to a primary position if the "design prob-
lem" focuses on a comprehens've introduction of computer
technology across the curriculum.

What such an analytical schema ensures is a complete
beginning, not a solution. It has been used in research on
curricula dealing with environmental studies programs (Moli-
nari 1982), professional preparation of athletic trainers (Went-
zel 1986), and institutional comparisons (Li Bao Ming 1991).
Faculty groups in several settings, among them nursing, con-
tinuing education, and general education, have adapted it.

A Working Terminology
If the first challenge of curriculum is defining the concept,
the second is adding a systematic terminology that will set
out workable segments. Once a curricular issue is seen as a
"problem in design," the next questions are, "What do we
kmk at? How does one designate the scope and dimension
of the problem?" The answers determine the nature of re-
sources to be invested. The terminology proposed in this
subsectkm is based on operational scope and the level of
faculty members' engagement.

In the normal scheme of things, faculty members' attention
day by day is fully occupied with keeping up to date in their
fields, holding courses on track, and planning classes. Again
and again, faculty report that keeping up with their field is
the major function (Bowen and Schuster 1986, p. 283). In sur-
veys, interviews, and self-reports, faculty show little appre-
ciation for other aspects of the curriculum.

Ordinarily, much of the curriculum operates as a tacit
design, accepted but not fully examined. Only intermittently



FIGURE 1

COMPONENTS OF CURRICULUM DESIGN:
An Open Matrix

I. CONTETT

Social and Cultural Influences
flow society defines the functions of higher

education; expectations

Filtering and interpretive influences

Direct Influences, Environmental Factors
Legislation, public p( lky

Market forces, kdxw markets. financial markets

Demographic trends and events

Value of km mledge in use, technology in demand

Organizational/Institutional Climate

Institutional features

C( immunity dimensions

2. CONTENT

Nature of Significant Knowledge:

Epistemology
Structure of organized knowledge

Methods of establishing and venlYing knowkdge

Examples

Cultivate expert work force.

build responsible citizens,

sustain elite leadership, provide

upward mobility

Prevailing cultud waves

( free speech in the 1960s,

"me-ism" in the 1980s, issues

of equity)

Political, social, economic

events: mrs, depressions,

civil rights movement

Pressures of a "hidden

curriculum'.

' G.l. Bill, NDFA, student loan

programs, draft exemptions,

civil rights decisions in courts

Placement patterns, interest

rattN

ltaby bxm, immigration.

sex ratio, single-parent homes

Post Sputnik emphasis on

science, business boom of

the 1980s

Tradition, "saga." culture,

administrative structure,

faculty ethos

Student cultures and

subcultures

Ecology of service area

Principles, thoiries, laws,

Ix dies of ink innation

styles uf inquiry, systems

of proof, technique
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FIGURE 1 (continued)

Subsets of related knowledge

"Ideal-typical- role

Nature of Learning: Psychology of Field
Learning strategies for apprehending the field

at higher cognitive levels

Students capacitie.s and learning styles:

preconditions of maturity, experience, schooling

Affective Domain: Values, Attitudes, Beliefs

Helpftil personality traits, orienting values, attitudes.

beliefs

Consequences of Knowledge Holding:
Manifest and Latent

Wgnitive outcomes, -certain kip vledge" of field

Patterns of habit and trained behaviors

Sensitivities and appreciations

Components of skill and technique. competencies

3. FORM

Distribution of Learning Resources: Time,
Space, Facilities

Faculty work load

Facuky exjwrnse: matching talent to learning

designs

Student time distribution, weighting credits

Budgetary system, alkotion methixLs. priorities,

adjustments

Alh ration of physical facilities. space. equipment,

services

Instructional Strategies and Prevailing
Modes of Instruction

Calendar and scheduling system: class sim.

composition, and SA ding processes: instructional

strategies: alternatives to tormal study

Prerequisite and conjunctive

disciplines and rie k is

Expected role attributes,

"knowledge-in.action-

behaviors

laboratory, clinical, field

experience

Perfect pitch for music.

physid vigor and coordination.

aptitude for spatial relations,

work experience

licensed "expertise.-

orientations toward helping,

precision in observations

Contact hours. preparatkHI.

course development, advising.

in house, extramural service.

research and scholarship

Inventory of faculty training.

survey of interests

Class study mix, part time

wwk, structure of credit

Clullenge exams . advanced

placement. credit for life

cYperiences. tutorials, projects
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FIGURE I (continued)

Integrating learning experiences. applications

of km Wedge

Proximate Outcomes and Assessments

Standadzed tests of formal knowkdge, external

examiners, wmpetency reviews

Qualiutive assessments

Career develtyment nd entry experience, formal

grading ;u1d report* procedures

Study broad, hong irs

14ogra1 senior SeMillilfS,

case studies, internships.

voluntary service, field study

GRE. ISAT. MCAT, ACT-

Gap; licensing, cenikation,

and ccrediting boards:

perfornunce portfolios,

evaluations of specific skills

Student self-reports.

situational 111 MU res.

involvement summaries

Alumni surveys, feedback

from employers, placement

data, ix ilicies on grades,

tninscripts, privacy

do academics take the measure of the curriculum, and then
Only a few at a time (Stark et al. 1988, p. 88). "There is of
tell little collective work on the curriculum. Rather, courses
'belong to a professor who exercises exclusive control
ove,- their content. Thus, in the extreme, hiring decisions
determine the curriculum" (K.S. Louis, cited in Pazandak
1989, p. 18).

But the "course" and the "curriculum" are real entities.
"St 'dal facts are things," and in this case both course and
curriculum are discrete entities. "If you wish to witness in-
stant SIR wk. ask a faculty member to talk about the curricu-
lum.. . . Yet the curriculum lies at the heart of educath WI, . .

Its grand design is a nlauer of the' greatest consequence"
(Enarson 1987 ).

Two lines of systematic search and invention mark the effort
to get beyond a fixation with courses into a terminok t'lat
reflects the wider reach of learning. One is taxonomic, th...
other functional,

laxonomic approachesare the most popular. They mirror
the process of the natural sciences, examining, describing,
sometimes measuring, and sorting according to prominent
characteristics cases in the field, These features are then laid
out in a hierarchy of f tmily, genus, species. and variety.

A field-based inventory ( Levine 1981) stops short of the
Carnegie Foundation's full classification, While eight comim
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prototypes or models (Bergquist and Phillips 1977) encourage
comparative study, the technical precision needed for wide
application is limited. Three key elements are necessary for
the making of a curriculum: content, pedagogy, and social
purpose (Marsden 1989).

Functional categoriesare derived fix)m concepts or prem-
ises held to be critical to the processes of teaching, learning,
or development.

An interesting and enlightening common-sense approach
uses "course structure, course content, teaching methods,
assessment, and industrial experience" to compare the cur-
riculum in chemistry in the Grandes Ecolo of France with
British universities(Sutdiffe 1982, p. 57). The comparisons
clearly describe the differences and open the way to fruitful
consideration of the pros and cons of each.

A functional terminokigy of "six curricular dimensions"
time, space, resources, organization, procedures, and out-
comes---can be used to describe a college curriculum in terms
of a series of decisions that the college has made with ref-
erence to each of these six dimensions (Bergquist, Gould,
and Grecnlwrg '191, p. 5). In an interesting application of
what might be calkd "reverse English," respondents are pre-
sented with 57 statements in a "curriculum orientation profile"
with which they can "agree" or "disagree" (Babin 1979, p.
38). The statements are scored according to five categories
based on the purpi)se of educatiiin, development of cognitive
processes, curriculum as technology, self actualization, social
reconstruction or relevance, and academic rationalism, all
abstracted from tlw literature. Another appniach to the prt)b-
lem of terminology postulates a paradigmatic structure to the
curriculum (Chickering et al. 1977). Others emphasize the
decision-making qualities reflected by the curriculum, citing
the systemic, interactive, and minlinear attributes of those
decisions (( iinrad and Pratt 1983), or emphasize the division
of authority and apply the distinctions to various functions
('li.sllefser 1990).

Each of these approaches has virtues in helping to under-
stand and describe the complexity of the curriculum. They
do not. however, always make a connection with this curric-
ulum as fiiculty members encounter it day by day. The "design
fin. learning" finmulation (Stark and 1Amsther 1986, p. 7), with
its concentric domains arrayed around curricular functions,
goes a Icing wa ). toward spanning that gap. 11w gap to prac-
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tice is closed, perhaps foreclosed, with a tightly knit set of

design procedures based on instructional development (Dia-

mond 1989).
A terminology that combines the emphasis on design with

dimensions close to the realities of practice could he even

more useful. The value of such a typology resides in its capac,

ity to establish a focus or scope to curricular change. When

they are confronted with large or pressing issues, people have

a tendency to exaggerate the scope to gain emphasis. It is nei-

ther necessary nor desirable to mobilize an entire institution

around changes in the curriculum to address, for example,

quantitative reasoning. A key point in this monograph is that

clear definitions of scope and intentions lie at the heart of

effective curricular change.

The terminology
devekTed in the rest of this section takes

account of the operating components of the curriculum at

five levels: course, pattern, constellation, program, and cur-

riculum (see figure 2 ). Three of these terms----course, pro-

gram, and curriculumarc entirely familiar, although the

refinement of their meaning might he new. The other two

are derived from understanding and use that have gone unla-

beled, even though teaching faculty often acknowledge them

in discussions. Their potential for analytical use is suggested

as several critical aspects of each term are pointed out: The

nature of the unit is specified; primary interest groups, stake

holders, and actors identified; some major kinds and sources

of information noted; and possible mediums of action and

modalities of professional practice discussed.

Courses
Faculty view their course's as the fundamental unit of practice

in the teaching-learning domain and the basic building block

of the curriculum. The unit is a nearly universal phenomenon

bonded to the nature of the discipline (Clark 1987, p. 184 ),

and wurses have exhibited their durability throughout hist(iry.

As a basic &Tice, the course is probably the most durable

element Amerkan higher education. Entities . . . recog-

nizable as courses already dominated the curriculums of

traditional Anwrican colleges in the mid-.19th century,

though they were not so ofwn of equivalent intensity or

duration, and their miremely small number made itpossible

to describe diem with much less formality. , . . The course

and grade survil'ed with so little challenge for reasons that
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FIGURE 2

A TERMINOLOGY FOR CURRICULUM ANALYSIS

Course
What: Basic building block of a curriculum and fundamental

unit of professional practice for academics. Can he sub-
divided into moclules or units.

Who: The domain of individual faculty members. Students'
role is reactive. Departmental interest is usually tacit.

How: Course reviews best conducted by three-person team
from within the department, concentrating on de-
scription.

Paitern
What: Groups of courses related by internal affinities of knowl-

edge, technique, or methoclology. Commonality ofcon-
tent in such sets of courses the hallmark.

Who: Faculty members from involved departments plus
department heads. Deans hold role of observer/monitor.

How: Interdepartmental committees review plans and practice
for coherence and redundancy.

Constellation
What: Courses related by common goals or objectives, oriented

toward similar outcomes.
Who: Deans and/or program directors hold the initiative. Fac-

ulty in committees or task forces make decisions. Chief
academic officer has supporting role. Aims must be clear
to students.

How: Standing committees or commissions have oversight.
Specialized staff support might be needed,

Prograns
What: An arrangement of courses and learning options that

leads to publicly recognized certificates or credentials.
Who: Deans hold a primary interest. External bodies, usually

professional associations or licensmg boards, participate.
How: External reviews play a major role. Consultants, advisory

committees, and self-studies are significant.

Curriculum
What: An institution's entire educational program.
Who: Chief academic officer in charge or initiatives. Deans

and faculty responsible for operations. Board of trustees
has oversight. State could have a formal responsibility.

How: Comprehensive, process.oriented academic plan requir-
ing various working papers and position documents.
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were no doubt as much psychological as they were hkstor-
icul Both were primari6, instruments of control (Veysey
1973, p. 62).

It is at the level of course that the greatest sense of respon,
sibility and commitment to the discipline resides. Few would
question the importance held by courses in U.S. education.
The difficulty arises when it is necessary to consider other
levels of learning.

The way in which a discipline structures its knowledge
provides the best structure for transmitting it to students
[is one untenable assumption]. . . . The distinction I wish
to make bere is between what can be called the logical and
epistemological arrangement of subject matter, on the
one hand, and the "learning structure" on the other (Gla-
ser. 1968).

The stake holders and actors are individual faculty members
with students as implicated bystanders. The province of indi-
vidual faculty members' control over courses has the qualities
of a sacred right. To address any curricular issue, however,
ways must he found to factor in the external implications of
a course as well as its intrinsic qualities. Students exercise
their interests largely through "veto power"the capacity to
reject a given course.

Sources of information for the construction or review of
a given course begin with the relationship between the struc-
ture of the discipline and the syllabus of the course, then
move to more complex relationships. Fortunately, the last
10 years have been marked by widespread attention within
the disciplineschemistry, sociology, and histoiy have been
the leadersto the material to he taught and the method.

From experience with change in curriculum at Wellesley
College come the kind of questions that reach across disci-
plinary courses and broaden the span of concern: "What are
the shaping dimensions (content, scope, methodolgy) of the
discipline at present? How would the discipline need to
change to reflect the fact that women are half the world's pop-
ulation and have had, in one sense, half the world's experi-
ence?" (McIntosh 1983, p. 2).

A second kind of information about courses deals with what
might be termed "presentation," these days a bit more pal-

Students
(=prise their
interests
large&
through "veto
poweethe
capacity to
rcject a given
course.
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atable than "pedagogy." The concentration is on the appro-
priateness of relations between the material and the learner,
the "learning structure." Often it is easier to stimulate course
analysis by opening the prospects of new techniques than
to start with content or elusive goals. Workshops or seminars
in a nonprescriptive mode that illustrate a variety of tech-
niques, such as team teaching (1aFauci 1970), collaborative
learning, computer-assisted learning, and experiential learn-
ing, offer a nonthreatening introduction to review of a course
(Harris 1987). In recent years, more and more institutions
provide special supportrelease time, grants, summer sup-
plementsto develop courses.

One modality for improvement in this sector of the cur-
riculum is course review. The scrutiny of courses is usually
left to the faculty member and no one else. More useful is
a departmental review by three-person teams that examine
syllabi, texts, classroom techniques, and evaluation. If the
courses taught by the teams' members are interrelated, the
way is opened to examine relationships among courses. The
emphasis is on description, not justification. Because the intel-
lectual harmonics of each course echo across related studies,
reviews by collegial teams tend to be very useful. At the out-
set, participants deserve to be reminded that they are their
own experts: In the setting of a college or university, no band
of curriculum "experts" is waiting in the wings whose knowl-
edge is demonstrably superior to that of the faculty.

Patterns
Arrangements of related courses constitute the next functional
level. The term "patterns" is not in general use, hut the idea,
groups of courses that are related to each other by virtue of
internal affinities of knowledge, skills, and methodolgy, is
readily recognized. Interdependence among courses, a com-
monality of substance, has long been recognized informally,
but systematic attention to the implications of relationships
has seldom been explored. Three basic structures are pos-
sible: sequential, associative, and parallel. Only the first is
used with any regularity. Relationships between courses lie
at the heart of analyling a curriculum.

In the natural sciences, strings of prerequisites are the
means to expanding, in steps, the understandings students
have of the discipline. Other fields have emulated the sequen-
tial pattern, often as a matter of convenient scheduling. In

.10
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an associative pattern, courses are related in a kind of mosaic:

It does not matter which is taken first so long as the whole

area is covered. Many student-designed programs have an

underlying expectation that an associative pattern will be the

final Outcome. The assumption is also apparent in fields like

literature or history.
The notion of parallel relationships is less developed,

although the idea was applied with good results in the cultural

studies introduced under the sponsorship of the National

Defense Education Act of the 1960s. The idea is that students

who study, sw, 19th centuiy European history will gain from

a tacit exchange of ideas if they pursue courses in Victorian

prose and j)oetry and the Romantic Movement in German

literature at the same time.
The actors and stake holders in pattern analysis are faculty

within the disciplinary departments and in closely related

fields, often those sharing in preparation for professional cer-

tification. Students' interests are largely inferred rather than

solicited, with the final judgement left to reaction and

response.
Currently, several strong lines of interest are hest addressed

through pattern analysis; writing-across-the-curriculum is

prominent among them. The more successful approaches

overreach departments (McLeod 1988; White 1989). The place

of computers in the curriculum can be analyzed at this level,

although widespread variaticm and some confusicm about how

to deal with this technohNy still exist (Cohen 1983: Haigh

1985). Critical thinking is am Aher phenomenon that cuts

across c()tirses that benefits from pattern analysis (Meyers

1986 ). interest is rising rapidly in scientific and technical

understanding, again, as it interacts across courses ( Brun-

schwig and Breslin 1982 ). Options for creative study that link

business and languages as preparation for international mar-

keting or management and packages joining statistics and

research methodolgy reflect such thinking. Still other topics

that can benefit from pattern analysis are clusters focusing

on civic responsibility. leadership, and professional ethics.

A modality for working through these curricular issues is

an interdepartmental committee, study group, or task force.

The sore of the charge can he made veiy specific, and bene-

tidal outcomes are usually clear: less repetition of material,

more varied perspectives on the same phenomenon, supple-

mentary views, or consolidated onnmon insights.
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Especially appropriate for dealing with patterns of courses
and all the higher levels of analysis of the curriculum is a
"two-committee strudure," separating the exploratory,
information-gathering stage from the decision stage. The first
committee is charged with surrounding the issue, bringing
views forward, and developing alternatives, not decisions. The
second committee is charged with recommending a deciskm
and action plan.

Constellations
Another level of focus is those clusters of courses with a dis-
tinct shape or form. Again, the term is not generally used, hut
the idea is well understood. "Constellations" are groups of
courses related to one another by their mode of response to
some common aim, a commonality of goals, to extrinsic fac-
tors rather than intrinsic relationships in the subject matter.
Often thAt aim has a rationale of its own and must he clearly
communicated. Major and minor course sets and the general
education sector are the prominent examples. It is the pro-
posals for new constellations, however, that today present the
most interesting challenges to the curriculum: women's stud-
ies; African-American studies; non-Western civilization; em-
phases on ethnicity and diversity; global studies; science,
technology, and society; and so on, A critical issue, as dis-
cussed later, is whether these topics affect the entire curric-
ulum or just one sector.

The interest groups, stake holders, and actors at this level
cover a much wider range than for a course or pattern. Stu-
dents' interest is frequently direct and vocal. Frequently, inter-
est groups external to the university have a stake in the out-
come and the process. Even though faculty arc the source
of information and judgment, only the top administration can
command and orchestrate the use of the resources likely to
he required for a thorough analy.sis of a constellation. The
chief academic officer, the provost, or a vice president nec-
essarily plays a major role s the convening authority
althcmgh not necessarily the sponsor.

Sources of information on the topics arising here are likely
to lw rich and varied. Staff support will probably be required
to collect, organize, and distribute materials. Time is a major
factor As much 'as two academic years might be required for
study. communication, and negotiation. At this level. the costs
of analyzing the curriculum and the recurring future costs of
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change rise substantially and can rarely be absorbed into nor-
mal operating expenditures. Only a major task force or com-
mission planning for operations over several years is likely
to give complete results. Investment in the process itself
becomes a matter of prime importance.

Programs
Collections of courses that lead to certificatkm or credentials
lie at the heart of institutional accountability, and the com-
plexities are familiar territory to anyone who has participated
in regional or professional accreditation. Among the essential
features of "programs," as the term is used in this monograph,
is the requirement for communicability. The public expects
that persons certified through an educational program will
hold and act on certain knowledge, skills, and understandings.

The stake holders, interest groups, and actors for programs
are extended by one more degree. External parties like licens-
ing boards, advisory bodies, visiting evaluators, professional
societies, and even state legislatures are always involved at
this level of curricular analysis. The dean holds much of the
initiative. The form and substance of review at this level are
often prescribed, what has been called the "outside-in syn-
drome" (Ferguson 1981) or, at the very least, must be
respected.

A wide range of possibilities exist for program review, and
each exercise is tailored to fit the requirements. Not too many
years ago, internal program reviews gained wide attention,
largely as an instrument of retrenchment. After one or two
experiences, most institutions found the process prohibitively
timeconsuming, costly, and indeterminate, Because the ele-
ments of sellstudy and iteration that go into program reviews
are so costly, they are best reserved for evaluations where the
materials can he turned to several uses.

The curriculum
In this suggested terminology, the term "curriculum" is
reserved for an institution's entire educatkmal program. It
is the locus of corporate responsibility for learning that
engages faculty, trustees, administration, and students, The
curriculum encompasses all the sectors of the institution
involved with the pr(tcess of teaching and learning.

Issues appropriate for addressing at this level are vely few,
but they are among the most important for an institution's
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futurefor example, what profile of programs best fits the
institution. Issues must be selected and treated with care. It
is both a tactical and strategic error to declare an issue to be
a problem of the curriculum if it really lies with a program
or constellation.

Leadership among the actors and stake holders resides with
the senior academic officer, provost, or academic vice pres-
ident. The president's and the trustees' major functions are
oversight and support. All of the faculty have a primary stake
in the character of the curriculum. Issues that are truly cur-
ricular in scope will affect all courses in some way, for the
most critical decisions determine the learning environment,
define the conditions of professional practice, and change
the financial operations of a college, school, or university.

A full review of the curriculum opens so many demands
for informatkm that it can seldom be undertaken without a

special staff unit charged with coordinating responsibility.
As subsequent sections point out, the self-study has become
the instrument of choice. Costs are high, and presklents often
seek outside funding from friends of the institution or foun-
dations. The amount of time required is also large, taking as

much as three or four years to reach implementation.

No segment of academic programs has escaped scrutiny and
.criticism over the last six years. The next section examines
impacts of and reactions to curricular change.
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FORCES OF CHANGE: Critics, Curricular Reforms,
Crossroads, and Practices

The dearth of a literature on systematic approaches to the

design and evaluation of higher education curricula is not

accidental. It reflects not only the invisible, elusive, and polit-

ical nature of the design and evaluation process, but /also]

the status of the higher education curriculum itself (Wood

and Davis 1978, p. 6).

In the years since 1978, analyses about how higher education's
curriculum should he designed and evaluated have profit'.

crated. The explosion has come primarily from three different

angles: ( 1) national reports about the curriculum and a con-

cern for quality; (2) critical explorations about the nature of

knowledge; and (3) specific examples of colleges and uni-

versities that have undertaken curricular experiments.

National Reports of the 1980s:
Critics of the Curriculum
Tbe problems
Future historians of 1I.S, higher education will surely remem-

ber the 1980s for the avalanche of reports about postsecond-

aly education that called for dramatic curricular change in

undergraduate education (see, e.g., Association of American

Colleges (MC) 1986; Bennett 1984; Boyer and Levine 1981;

ngtimer 1984; National Governivs Association 1986; New-

man 1985; Rudolph 1984). A multitude of well-publicized
books and articles criticized different aspects of the curricular

experience and called for a multitude of changes in the aca-

demic curriculum (bk 1986; Boyer 1987; Finn 1982). The

reports addressed three major questions about the curriculum:

1. How much of the curriculum should be prescribed, and
how much should be left to students' choice?

2. What is the best way to achieve breadth in a student's

education?
3. How does one teach students to synthesize what they have

learned? (Bok 1986).

The Closing of the American Mind (BI( xrn 1987) attempted

to answer these queries using the language of polemic. Bloom

believed that the Ilnited States was no longer efkctive at
teaching its young, that its competitive edge had been lost,
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that what it meant to be liberally educated had evaporated,
and that the curriculum had become an incoherent amalgam-
ation of political compromises by faculty and administrators
alike. In effect, academe was no longer effective at its central
missioneducating and socializing the young.

Many of the national reports agreed with this analysis, albeit
in a language and style less inflammatory. The most salient
message from the reports was the need to enhance the mean-
ing and quality of the undergraduate curriculum. Incremental
change at the edge of the curriculum was no longer enough.
Instead, several reports called for an overhaul of the "curric-
ular experience" for undergraduates. According to the reports,
a strong liberal arts or general education component must
form the core of the undergraduate curriculum. WO reports
strongly advocated a prescribed liberal arts core (Association
of American Colleges 1986; Bennett 1984). The other reports,
although less prescriptive, called for a curriculum that enhan-
ces a student's analytical and problem-solving skills. Emphasis
within a discipline was encouraged only after a student
achieves strong skills in communication and a grounding in
a curriculum based on liberal or general education. Many of
the reports called for the deVelopment of a common core
based on classic works that concerned the verities of Western

in general, the reports also linked co-curricular activities,
such as faculty interaction with students and advising, as part
of the problems that nervaded academe and demanded atten-
tion. For example, the reports emphasized that good teaching
must he expected, supported, and rewarded and that attention
must he shifted away from research to teaching; senior faculty
were encouraged to become more centrally involved with
undergraduates through teaching and advising.

The writers of the reports argued that the key to under-
standing whether an institutkm's curriculum is successful is
through extensive evaluations and assessments. They encour-
aged a comprehensive evaluation of undergraduate students
and of the institution and its faculty to determine whether
college pr( warns enabled students to become well-educated,
civic-iMnded graduates with skills that could be used in the
marketplace. Calls fir institutional effectiveness increased,
and assessment of students became a central mncem. Of con-
sequence, researchers undertook analyses of course planning
and the teaching environment (Stark et al. 1988).
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Involvement in Learning (Mortimer 1984) and College: The
Undergraduate Experience (Boyer 1987) recommended a
final, comprehensive evaluation of students that would dem-
onstrate an integration of classroom knowledge with an aware-
ness and valuing of the larger community and society. College
programs also were to be evaluated to see whether they were
fulfilling their missions and providing a good learning envi-
ronment for students. Students as well as external agencies
needed to be involved in evaluating colleges and programs.

Finally, many of the reports emphasized that curricular
excellence should be defined in relation to an institution's
mission. Simply stated, if the participants in academe did not
know what they were trying to accomplish, how would they
know whether they were accomplishing it? In particular,
"there is so much confusion as to the mission of the American
college and university that it is no longer possible to be sure
why a student should take a particular program of courses"
(Association of American Colleges 1986, p. 2).

The causes
According to the reports, the situatkm in which higher edu-
cation found itself could be traced to:

1. The reforms made in the 1960s:
2. The fundamental problems generated by declining re-

sources in the 1970s and 1980s; and
3. The changed perceptions of key constituencies in higher

education about the purpose of higher education and thus
the curriculum.

A supporter of the revisionist views of the 1960s noted:

The late sixties and early seventies tivre the darkest hours
in the history of American higher education, a dark night
of the institutional soul from which we have not yet and
may not ever fully recover. In their disdain for standar&
and their demand for relevance, our cultural continuity
was eroded and any institutional sense of morality regard-
ing a student's course work, conversation, conduct, or sex-
ual ;:onquest was obliterated. . . . Now, in the eighties, we
are trying to pick up the pieces (Holland 1985, p. 58).

This lament was widespread. Summing up the cause of aca-
deme's curricular problems succinctly, Saul Bellow wrote,
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"The university has become inundated and saturated with
the backflow of society's problems" (in Bknm 1987, p. 18).
Clearly, the "backflow" referred to previously underrepre-
sented constituencies in academe, among them minorities
and women. It is these people, the argument goes, whose
demands for relevance caused the curriculum to become
watered down and saturated with trivial texts at the expense
of the classical curriculum.

Thus, the quality of the curriculum was placed in ,oppo
sition to educational access.

As laudable as it may he as an ideal, the widening of access
alvo has contributed to the confusions that have beset the
haxalaureate experience. The tension between democratic
valiws and the effort to maintain standards for an under-
graduate education can he creative, hut too often numbers
and political considerations have prettaled over quality
(Msociltion of American Colleges 1986, p. 5).

Further:

The issue of access has dominated higher education since
the 1960s Qualitv became a secondary concern, in part
because the early covenant did not specify standards for
the programs to whickaccess should he provided . . . As a
u'uy of extending access to all levels of higher education,
faculty and administrators lowered standar& for courses,
student promotion, and graduation (Conrad 1985a, p. 2).

An additional cause of the demise of the curriculum was
traced to students who had become consumers where the
labor market dominated what they would take. The prolif-
eration of professional and technical courses and the con-
comitant decline in the humanities and social sciences could
be traced to heightened job requirements where knowledge
for knowledge's sake was no longer sufficient. The catchword
of the 1960srelevanceremained important, but instead
of a curriculum that was relevant to understanding society's
problems, stud( nts sought courses that were relevant to the
marketplace.

The reports ()ken criticized faculty and administrators for
failing to enhance the meaning and quality of the undergrad-
uate curriculum. Inadequate presidential authority over inter-
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nal affairs and lack of faculty leadership in curricular matters
received a special amount of criticism. `The decline was
caused in part by a failure of nerve and faith on the part of
many college faculties and administrators, and persists
because of a vacuum in educational leadership" (Bennett

.1984, p. 2).

Faculty were recognized as central to the process of chang-
ing the curriculum: They are the professional staff charged
with designing and delivering undergraduate instruction. Yet,
according to the reports, they had neglected their duties:
"Centrl:! o the troubles and to the solutions are the profes-
sors" (Association of American Colleges 1986, p. 6). 'The
American faculty has generally been a reprehensible failure"
(Muscatine 1985, p. 18).

Similarly, academic administrators were charged with initiat-
ing change and bringing faculty together toward a common
pumose, hut, the reports suggested, administrators instead
had tended A) emphasize off-campus duties and a myopic
view of the institution. The president and other principal aca-
demic officers were excoriated for abdicating their roles as
majc)r actors in thrmulating curricular missions for their insti-
tutions. Throughout the 1980s, presidents increasingly viewed
themselves as fundraisers, and academic leaders like academic
deans became caught np in the more prosaic day-to-day
details that demanded increased time and attention. The
reports called for a reassertion of presidential authority and
iwerogative and a more active role to he played hy academic
administrators (see, e.g., Kerr and Gade 1987 ).

Responses to the critics
The responses to the reports were almost as voluminous as
the reporN themselves (Althach 1987; Lee 1985; Stark and
Lowther 1986; stark et al. 1988). An analysis of the repos

unimentaries offered seven questions that pervaded the
discussions of curriculum reform:

1. Who is to decide the curriculum of schools and colleges
in a derm)cratic sc)ciety?

2. 1i what extent should students be involved in planning
and devek ping the curriculum%

3. What are the relative rights and responsibilities of teachers
within sL.hoo ls ',Ind of society outside schoc)ls?

4. %What is the meaning of the liberal arts in undergraduate
)grams?

Clearly, tbe
'backflow"
referred to
prevkmsly
underrepresented
constituencies
in academe,
among them
minorities and
women.
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5. What is the purpose and function of general education?
6. What are the specific benefits and advantages that accrue

to the college graduate upon the completion of program
and degree requirements?

7. What is the particular significance and meaning that can
be attached to a college education in an era of universal
education? (Fincher 1986).

Additional authors analyzed the reports and offered harsh
opinions about the reports' findings. Different authors be-
lieved that discussions about the curriculum had to include
a broad range of issues that went well beyond the curriculum.
"The real limitation of the reports is their attempt to isolate
curriculum and instruction from other problems" (Benjamin
1985, p. 28).

All the reports on education . . . have made the same two
mistakes. One, thy sought to improve education by focusing
on schoote themselt.es, and tw(), they failed to ask, education
for what tjpe of society? ( Rossides 1987, p. 426).

This criticism of the reports was that they did not suffi-
ciently focus on how education operates in American society
and that they painted education as if it were a nonpolitical
activity.

Is the focus on solving problems through an apolitical edu-
cation not a nay to alDid democratically determined solu-
tions? Is the call for research, uhether stemming from con-
sen.atimvs or liberate, not a u'ay to pretend that the policies
of the pon'erful are rational, above politia, and value neu-
tral?(Rossides 1987, p. 427).

These questions have roots in the enduring traditions of
debates about curriculum in American society and provide
the foundation for a discussion about alternative curricular
analyses.

A historical perspective
The criticism in the 1980salthough significant for the sheer
volume of reports, articles, and hooks generatedwas not
new. "The current attempt to un4 the humanities curriculum
around some vision of educational fundamentals is only the
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latest in a long series of such efforts, which have invariably
ended in futility" (Gerald Graff I chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation, 17 February] 1988, p. A48). A review of the history
of U.S. higher education reveals how often higher education's
curricular offerings and those who manage the curriculum
have been criticized.

In 1828, for example, writers argued much the same as
Bloom for maintaining the classical curriculum (Conrad
1985b, p. 110), Nicholas Murray Butler in 1905 spoke about
the need for "an end of the idling and dawdling that now
characterize so much of American higher education" (cited
in Rudolph 1977, p. 207). In 1936, Robert Maynard Hutchins
wrote, "Unless some such demonstration or some such evan-
gelistic movement can take place, we shall remain in our con-
fuskm; we shall have neither general education nor univer-
sities; and we Shall continue to disappoint the hopes of our
people (cited in Rudolph 1977, p. 87). And in 1966, Daniel
Bell, in The Reforming of General Education, wrote, "It has
been suggested that liberal arts education has lost its force
. . that the requirements of early specialization are in the
process of transforming the college into a preprofessional
school" (cited in Lee 1985). Clearly, the debate about what
students should learn and who should decide what students
shoukl learnhas been with academe since its inception;
alternative conceptions of the curriculum, however, are cur-
rently being developed that reorient the nature of the debate.

Reconceptualizations: Curricular
Debate at a Crossroads
"Rventy years ago, the two principal alternative critiques of
the curriculum were Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Freire 1970)
and Deschooling Society( Illich 1971), both of which used a
Marxist perspective in their analyses. Subsequently. Marxist
scholars concerned with political cc( monw also have argued
that the curriculum in complex societies reproduces the class
inequalities that occur in the larger society, that the curric-
ulum maintains inequality among classes by teaching working
(lass students one set of skills and upper class students
another (Bowles and Gintis 1976 ).

Based on investigations into the curriculum from a mul-
titude of Other perspectives (see, e.g., Berstein 1977; 1.3()urdieu
and Risseron 1977; Giroux 1983; Graff Oronicle, 17 Feb-
ruary] 1988; Grumet 1983; Schubert 1986; Tierney 1989a),
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however, we can no longer assume that 'in alternative con-
ceptualintion of the curriculum is based solely on Marxist
theory. Such diverse arenas as the sociology of knowledge,
literary theory, the philosophy of science, and postmodernism
often stand in sharp contrast to one another. What the pro-
ponents of the alternative conceptualization share is the rejec-
tion of the idea that a common canon of knowledge exists
that should be transmitted to all students. Although the lan-
guage and theoretical constructs the alternative theorists call
upon are abstract and often difficult to conceptualize, their
arguments about the curriculum recently have raised a con-
skkTable amount of discussion in the higher education com-
munity. The alternative theorists ask several central questions
about the curriculum:

1, flow is knowledge reproduced?
2. What are the sources of knowledge students acquire?
3. How do students and teachers resist or contest what is

conveyed through lived experiences in schools?
4. What impact does the curriculum have on students'

Outlook?
5. Whose interests are served by the outlooks fostered in

the curriculum?
6. When served, do these interests move more in the direc-

tion of emancipation, equity, and social justice, or in the
opposite direction?

7. How can students be empowered through the curriculum?
(Schubert 1986).

These questkms challenge the fundamental assumptions
upon which traditional curricular theory has been based, in
the process rejecting many of the conclusions of the earlier
reports. For example, in opposition to Bloom's assumption
that a common body of knowledge exists to which all students
should be introduced, the alternative theorists conceive of
knowledge as a set of discourses governed by ideological con-
flicts of class, race, and gender. Consequently, the manner
in which knowledge is defined and structured by way of aca-
demic departments and disciplines has been brought into
question (Schuster and Van Dyne 1984; Weaver 1981). The
point is not to do away with all disciplinary boundaries but
to delineate how knowledge is conceptualized so that
teachers and students understand the ideological and cultural
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constraints surrounding the curriculum. The theorists' assurnp-

tion is that how an institution arranges components of the

curriculum commits the institution to philosophical and polit-

ical choices, whether recognized or not.

Thus, the alternative theorists have redefined the curriculum

by questioning what counts for knowledge. Like any new

approach, different definitions of the curriculum compete for

accepLince. One of the most widely accepted is the following:

By curriculum I nwan what students have an opportunity

to learn in school, through both the hidden and overt cur-

riculum, and what theydo not have an opportunity to learn

because certain matters were not included in the curric-

ulum, referred to . . as the "null curriculum"(McCutcheon

1982, p. 19).

Thus, what students have an opportunity to study Orients

attention on selecting an object of study and how it is pre-

sented to the exclusion of other objects (Cherryholmes 1988,

p. 133). The purpose of the study of curriculum, then,

becomes the discovery of why some pieces of knowledge

are taught and others ai e not. The curriculum becomes an

ongoing process of the construction of knowledge in which

organizatiOnal participants determine what counts as knowl-

edge, what knowledge is worthy of transmitting, and what

organizational forms are appropriate (Gumport 1988; Tierney

1989a), Thus, the curriculum is viewed as centrally linked to

pedagogy and the culture of the institution in which it occurs.

One of the primary thrusts for this position comes from

the explosion of knowledge resulting from recent research

on women and minorities. As women and minority scholars

investigated their collective pasts, they often found a lack of

substantive research; curricular studies also brought to light

how women and minorities have been excluded from general

education, liberal studies, the sciences, requirements of West

em civilization, and the like (Aiken et al, 1987; Schuster and

Van Dyne 1985). Feminist studies, in particular, have brought

to light the need to transform present currkular structures

so that, some would argue, "the use of feminist scholarship

to transform existing courses has emerged as a popular aca-

demic movement" (Glazer 1987, p. 293).

The undergirding assumption of this approach is that an

"invisible paradigm" orients the curriculum in one direction,

Women's studies have fbcused attention on:
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. . the "invisible paradigms" of the academic system and
the larger cultural contexts that marginalize or trivialize
the lives of all women, the lives of blacks and of ethnic
minorities, and those outside the dominant class or culture.
Invisible paradigms . . . are the infrastructure of our aca-
demic system. For us, the invisible paradigms are the
internalized assumptions, the network of unspoken agree-
ments, the implicit contracts that all participants in the pro-
cess of higher education have agreed to, usua14) uncon-
scious4,, to bring about learning(Schuster and Van Dyne
1985, p. 8).

This invisible paradigm means more than unearthing a hid-
den curriculum. Previously, the concept of a hidden curric-
ulum sought to explain how relatively obvious examples
who was on a reading list and who was notmasked the
dominant ethos so that education reproduced the inequities
in society. The purpose of understanding a hidden curriculum
was to incorporate what had been excluded into a unifying
synthesis. The point is not merely to add previously excluded
women or minority authors to required courses, however,
so that one literary canon becomes substituted for another
and consensus is reached. Instead, "the traditional emphasis
on consensus is replaced by a focus on conflict, . . . on social
structures, and the construction of meaning" (Giroux 1983,

p. 56). Invisible paradigms, then, are investigations that seek
to understand how ideologies and cultures operate within
an organization so that power is defined in a particular way.

Thus, the alternative theorists seek to expose how the exist-
ing institutional frameworks guide the curriculum. In this
light, changing courses so that minority or women authors
are included is relatively insignificant and counterproductive
if the dominant structure is reaffirmed by those changes. Stu-
dents should be exposed to a curriculum where they "not
only read the masterpieces of Western culture, but also look
at the system of authority, the relations of power, and the
procedures of legitimation that underwrite canonical knowl-
edge" (111mbur 1986, p. H7).

The question becomes not how to legitimate one curricular
form as opp,...sed to another, but how to question the under-
lying structures of knowledge of whatever is taught. Knowl-
edge is no longer something that is an essential truth and
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transmitted from one generation to the next; rather, knowl-
edge is a social product with political consequences.

The student [seesj that his or her understanding of all of
culture's uats (from philosophical treatises to popular tele-
vision shows) is a result of situation in a complex network
of gender, class, and race relations and . . . that reason
(and meaning) changes depending on whether the reader
is a male or female . . , a Hispanic or white American . .

[from the] working clam or upper class (Zavarzadeh and
Morton 1987, p. 19).

This view also maintains that vast possibilities exist for
administrators, faculty, and students to redefine the nature
of the learning experience beyond what skills are needed for
the work workl. In working from the assumption that a cur-
riculum is a powerful act that structures how organizational
participants think about and organize knowledge, proponents
of this perspective reject the idea that the primary purpose
of a curriculum is to inculcate youth with the accumulated
wisdom of society. Institutional curricula need to be inves-
tigated from the perspective of whose knowledge, history, lan-
guage, and culture are under examination. Conversely, the
organization's participants need to uncover those whose
voices are not present in a curricular discourse and give life
to them (Tierney 1989a).

Like any new conceptualization of a particular problem,
one is never sure whether the ideas are durable or merely
a fad. One need merely recall concepts from an earlier era,
such as management by objectives or the taxonomies of edu-
cational objectives (Bloom 1956) to see how fashionable
ideas ultimately collapse. The challenges posed by the alter-
native theorists, however, have placed faculty, administrators,
and researchers at an intellectual crossroads. Depending upon
the inherent assumptions and values of the organization's par-
ticipants, an institution's approach to the curriculum can
vary widely.

Curricular Practices
In large part, the preponderance of curricular experiments
of the 1960s either have been extensively modified or halted.
At the same time, a wide variety of curricular changes on cam-
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puses have resulted in new forms of academic organization.
Dual degree programs, committee-run rather than department.
controlled programs of study, and mixed majors, such as lan-
guage and business, are examples of recent changes that
potentially have a far-reaching impact on the structure and
function of the academic enterprise. Additionally, calls for dra-
matic changes in curricular offerings have been cited as nec-
essaty for the country to increase its productivity and respond
to the needs of industry (Azaroff 1982; Fairweather 1988; Lyn-
ton 1981; Lynton and Elman 1987).

Interdisciplinary focus is another change taking hold on
countless campuses. The push for interdisciplinary courses
and departments comes from two different angles. On the
one hand, biotechnology, communications, and materials sci-
ence are interdisciplinary areas that have resulted from the
demands of the external environment. On the other hand,
interdisciplinary areas like women's studies, ethnic studies,
and literary criticism have been brought about by the research
undertaken by the alternative theorists who seek to transcend
disciplines to understand the invisible paradigms (Aiken et
al. 1987).

A variety of useful texts systematize the curricular changes
under way on college campuses, explicating the underlying
rationales of different programs of study and offering an
understanding of how the theoretical perspectives are enacted
(see, e.g., Bergyuist and Phillips 1977 for a list of curricular
models). A comprehensive taxonomy of curricular undertak-
ings might include;

1. Heritage based: A curriculum designed to inculcate stu-
dents with a knowledge of the past;

2. Thematic based: Identificaion and in-depth studies of a
specific problem, such as the environment;

3. Competency based: The teaching of specific skills, such
as proficiency in language and mathematics;

4. Career based: Preparation for a specific career;
5. Experience based: Opportunities for learning outside the

classroom;
6. Student based: Providing students with opportunities to

control what they learn;
7. Values bused: Emphasis on specific institutional values;
8. Future based: A curriculum concerned with what students

will need in the future (Bergyuist and Phillips 1977),
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Other studies provide helpful overviews to different compo-
nents of the curriculum (see, e.g., Conrad 1978 for a study
of curricular innovation; Conrad and Wyer 1980 and Gaff 1983
for studies of different experiments in the liheral arts; Gamson
et al. 1984 for a discussion of liberal education; Levine and
Weingart 1973 for an examination of experimentation in 26
schools; and Schuster and Van Dyne 1985 for a series of essays
outlining different curricular experiments that focus on inte-
grating women's studies into the curriculum).

Still other studies delineate the difference between telic
reforms and popular reforms (Grant and Riesman 1978). Telic
reforms are those that "set forth new ideals" and "point
toward a different conception of the end of undergraduate
education, to distinguish them from the more popular reforms
of the last decade (thati have brought about a general loosen-
ing of the curriculum" (p. 15). Popular reforms are changes
that "modified the means of education within the constraints
of the existing goals of the research-oriented university" (p.
16). Two of the more recent and successful telic experiments
are on the campuses of Evergreen State College in Olympia,
Washington, and Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachu-
setts (see also Clark 1970). A detailed account of the history
of Evergreen State offers ramifications for students, faculty,
and administrators of collaborative learning where depart-
ments and disciplines do not exist, faculty teach collectively,
and the structure of the undergraduate curriculum reflects
interdisciplinary coursework (Jones 1981). Similarly, at Hamp-
shire College, the faculty also eschew disciplines and depart-
ments, hut collaborative learning is not emphasized (Alpert
1980; Patterson and Longworth 1966). Instead, students are
viewed as individual learners and the emphasis is on empow-
ering students with the capabilities to become self-sufficient
learners. For example, students must develop an idea, recruit
a faculty committee, and write a senior thesis as the major
part of their senit)r year. Such a project stands in sharp contrast
to the group-oriented activities throughout a student's career
at Evergreen State. Nevertheless, both institutions reflect dra-
matic telic reforms based in large part on alternative concep.
tualizations of the curriculum.

The question arises then about how one brings about
changes in the curriculum. What ingredients, what perspec.
tives, what preparations, and what actions are needed to
implement such proposals? The next section considers one
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possible perspective and then turns to the challenge of pre-
paring for and managing transformation of the curriculum.
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THE NATURE OF PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

Professions
Underpinning the emphasis on application in this monograph
is the idea that to be a professor in a college or university is
to act in a realm of professional practice analogous to that
orthe other learned professionsmedicine, law, and a range
of fields from accounting to the military. All professions, the
academic enterprise included, exhibit parallel but not exactly
similar attributes (see Cullen 1978). Oddly enough, few pro-
fessionals want to look at what goes on next door. Academics
are no exception, for they exhibit the same tunnel vision, see-
ing only the special, precious nature of their own field and
resisting all intrusion.

All professions, according to traditional sodology, recognize
a formal body of knowledge and, increasingly, a set of refined
techniques that can be mastered only by long, specialized
study. ln all professions, expertise is highly differentiated into
specialties similar to the disciplines and fields that mark the
academy. Within that corpus of expertise, however, is a
generic core of knowledge common to all practitioners. These
bodies of knowledge and the technique, both core and spe-
cialty, are useful and necessary to everyday life. Authorized
practitioners therefore put them to practical ends.

Because the body of knowledge, however complex and
well-founded it might be, is always tentative and incomplete,
such practical applications must he exercised with trained
judgment and within the canons of the profession. The risks
of having to act, even in the face of incomplete and uncertain
knowledge, combined with the responsibility of dealing with
clients who are utterly dependent force each profession into
a careful definition of "practice." That is to say, each practi-
tioner is bound by circunlstances, not always clear, within
which he or she is authorized by social convention and dis-
cipline of the profession to act, to conduct practice. Each pro-
fession has a finite set of practice situations.

Uncertainties of substance and the unrelenting demand
for practical action are seldom mentioned when professions
are seen only as elite. Today, however, they generate trying
dilemmas for every profession. Physicians face the tensions
between treatment and prevention. Social workers wrestle
with the conflicts of clients' welfare versus society. Collisions
between individual practice and institutionalized service are
present in fee-based professions. Tensions between standard
techniques and experimental applications are found across

Tensions
between
standard
tecbniques
and
experimental
applications
are found
across the
professions.
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the professions. Difficulties in reconciling clients' individuality
and the field's generalities come up everywhere. It is quite
clear that the heart and challenge of every profession, sepa-
rating professionals from artisans, artists, craftsmen, techni-
cians, and managers, are not the routines of regular practice,
however complex they might be, but.the serious dilemmas,
ambiguities, and paradoxes that surround the main areas
of practice.

Professionalization and the Academy
It was largely out of these circumstances, uncertain knowledge
and ambiguous practice situations, that the idea of a need for
constant "professionalization" came (see Vollmer and Mills
1966). No profession can rest assured on its social status. Rec-
ognition of a profession is earned again and again. Every pro-
fession must engage constantly in "professionalizing" itself.
"To what extent does the occupation possess this attribute
and how is it working toward further refinement?" (Houle
1980, p. 27). To constantly professionalize itself, a profession
must demonstrate a high degree of self-awareness among
practitioners, a strong sense of identity, and constant attention
to the state of practice in all its forms.

Conditions in the academic profession that enhance or
hamper professionalization are by no means self-evident and
need to he examined with candor. Some arise because of dif-
ferences in structure and conduct, but others come from sim-
ple inattention. Put succinctly, the substantive core of the aca-
demic profession, knowledge and learning, is well developed:
The practice situation is not.

Conditions that enhance academic professionalization rest
on the foundations of expertise and the responsibilities that
accompany claims to "superior knowledge" (Shils 1983; see
also Kadish 1991 for guidelines tin establishing within aca-
demic institutions the proper setting for ethical judgment).
What can also be said with assurance about conditions that
enhance professionalization is that the common process of
the profession is learningthe learning of practitioners as
they strive to keep current in their fields, the learning of
researchers generating new knowledge, the learning of stu-
dents at every level.

hatv identified and described four hark functions of
facultiesinstruction, research, public Sertice, and insti-
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tutional service. IThey] are bmed mostly on a single uni-
bing process, namely, learning. Learning in this sense
means bringing about desired changes in the traits of
Inunan beings (instruction ), discovering and interpreting
knowledge (research ), applying knowledge to serve the needs
of the general public (public service), and creating an envi-
ronment that contributes to and facilitates learning (insti-
tutional service ). Learning is the chief stock in trade of the
professoriate. It Occurs in fields, it takes place in diverse
settings, and it sewes raried clienteles (Bowen and Schuster
1986, p. 23).

In the common practice situation, mre than in the bodies
of expertise, the academic community faces the most serious
obstacles to its own professionalization. Some of these limi-
tations come from attitudes of practitioners themselves, others
from indifference toward the dilemmas that surround practice
embedded in an institutional environment. As to the auitu-
dinal factors: No national academic body is available to build
identity and a sense of membership. By any measure, the
American Association of University Professors conies up short
in representing the whole academic profession. Even the most
basic components of practiceacademic freedom, for exam-
ple --have not been encoded or confirmed in the law. No
widely accepted code of ethics exists, and the AAUP Statement
of 1966 is barely a beginning.

Most professions with a history as venerable as the academy
define a minimum level of competence for admission to pub-
lic practice. Absent such minimum standard or certification,
the academic profession is beset with public criticism and
private doubts, usually around what catches the casual public
eye -the quality of teaching and manifest puiposes.

Most professions define a core of generic knowledge com-
mon across the domains of' practice. Preparation for the aca-
demic prot'ession concentrates On specialized knowledge and
leaves the generk. component of the process of learning to
the vagaries of on-the-job training and selfeducation (Bowen
and Schuster 1986, p. 282). Critics past and present have railed
against the indifference toward the locus of common practice,
the teaching-learning situation (Smith 1990). Although some
writers have discussed principles of good practkv, in litirtic-
ular consideration of the learner (Chickering and Gamson
1987, p. 3) and construction of productive learning situations,
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more than a little confusion exists about whether the core
of the profession lies with the discipline or in the broader
field of practice.

Without rehearsing the variations on this theme (see Blau
1973; Lieherman 1956; Light 1979; Parsons 1970), one can
reach the view that the practice situation is where essential
problems of the academic profession reside.

Academic Practice and Its Dilemmas
As noted, academic practice has four domains: instruction,
research, public service, and institutional service (Bowen and
Schuster 1986). Learning is the process, knowledge the sub-
stance, in both instruction and research. Understandably, fac-
ulty tend to concentrate on sectors where proprietary interests
are strong: instruction in courses and scholarly research. By
choice, faculty often entrust the larger dimensions of prac-
ticesuch as the curriculumto administrators. In fact, how-
ever, the creation and conduct of a sound curriculum call for
a high degree of professional collaboration.

The authors' thesis is that the curriculum itselfnot
courses, teaching, classes, or researchis now a critical ele-
ment for defining academic practice. Physicians apply their
expert knowledge in a practice situation called "treatment";
academics apply their expertise to "learning" situations, a
major component of which is the curriculum. Special attention
to learning is necessary, and "the way in which a discipline
structures its.knowledge provides the best structure for trans-
mitting it to students" (Glaser 1968), with a distinction
between the "logical and epistemological arrangement of suh.
ject matter" and the learning structure. The curriculum is the
visible evidence of how faculty interpret theory, application,
and values. It is the most public expression of the profession.

The Supreme Court made management of the curriculum
a province ot filculty practice in the Yeshiva decision.

7'he contiviling consideration in this case 1:5 that the facuhy
of Yeshim University exerthe authority ubich in any other
context unquestionably would be managerial Their author.
ity in academic ;natters is absoh,te. They decide what
courses be offered, when they be scheduled, and
to uhom they shall be taught. They debate and determine
waching methods, grading policies, and matriculation
standards. . . . When one considers the function of a uni-
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versity, it iS difficult to imagine decisions more inanagerial
than these (National Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva Uni-
versity, 444 U.S. 672 [1980]).

That the design, maintenance, and evaluation of the curric-
ulum are central modalities of professional practice has been
asserted by others, but seldom better, since the inauguration
speech of Charles William Eliot in 1869.

The gor,erning bodies of ihe University are the Faculties, the
Board of Overseers, and the Corporation. The Unil.ersity
as a place of study and instruction is, at arty moment, uhat
the Faculties make it. The professors, lecturers, and tutors
of the University are the living sources of learning and
enthusiasm . . They personally represent the possibilities
of instruction. . . . The discuscion of the methods of instruc-
tion is the principal business of these bodies. As a fact, prog-
re.c.s comes mainly from the Faculties (Hofstadter and Smith
1961, p. 615).

Responsibility for the curriculum is in no way ambiguous.
A joint statement from the American Association of University
Professors, the American Council on Education, and the Asso-
ciation of Governing Boards accords the faculty responsibility
for curriculum, subject matter and methods of instructkm,
research, and faculty status as well as the aspects of student
life that relate to the educational process. Beyond the man-
agement function, the curriculum at any given time is a dis-
tillation of knowledge, an episternological statement, as the
faculty see it. lt is also the medium of interaction between
faculty and students, By every measure of tradition and logic,
the curriculum stands at the heart of academic practice, yet
it remains an underdeveloped resource of learning.

The professoriat, with other professions, earns its badge
of professionalism by confronting the dilemmas of academic
practice. Some of these dilemmas can be seen as products
of paradoxes that are ever present but seldom acknowledged.

The first parathm is that the instrumentalities of educatkm
are almost all collective.courses, classes, programs. --but the
essential ph)cess of learning is highly individual. This paradox
is at the root of a common frustration in educatkmal
researchno significant results (Dubin and litveggia 1968).
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A second paradox is that only the student engages the cur-
riculum directly: Everyone else must deal with it by symbolic
reference. Faculty construct the curriculum but do not live
it: Students live it but have only a small part in making it (Bar-
zun 1959, p. 88). One manifestation of this paradox is found
in the tendency of academics on curriculum committees to
reach back to their own undergraduate experience to appre-
hend the meaning of curricular alternatives.

A third paradox arises because the curriculum is oriented
toward the futureit mist anticipate the life aheadhut is
predicated on the past. Relevance, in the fullest sense, is just
beyond grasp.

The list of paradoxes might be lengthened to include col-
liskms between research (new knowledge) and teaching
(transmission of accepted knowledge), and between students'
expectations and the faculty's intentions. Professionals in the
academy face the same kind of dilemmas found in other pro-
fessions. A field alert to professionalization will continuously
face up to and analyze the dilemmas of the practice situation,
in this case the curriculum. That analysis itself becomes a
source of vitality.

The academic profession, large as it is and important as
it has become in an information-based society, needs an effec-
tive vehicle for professionalization, some would say "repro,
fessionalizatkm." "Perhaps the key to comprehending . . .

American educational practice lies in the history of the pro-
fessions. . . . In the end, therefore, if anything is going to he
done to confront the crisis in American higher education, it
is going to be done by the professors or it is not going to be
done at all" (Rudolph 1984, p. 13). The professional practice
situation, represented by the curriculum and its challenges,
is the most promising avenue to continued professionaliza-
tion. Three decades of experimentation with other dimensions
of professional practice are behind us. Worthwhile achieve-
ments have been made, but none of them have substantially
stimukited professkinalization. Instructional development,
with its focus on teaching and "instructional systems," leads
hack to the performance of the professor. While the technol-
ogy has been enlarged, little light has been shed on the ethos
of the profession or the primary functions of the institutions.
Nor has the more comprehensive idea of faculty development
contributed much to the revitaiization of the profession as
a whole---which is not to say that these orientations are not
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useful or necessary (see Schuster, Wheeler, et al. 1990). Few

of these efforts, however, have generated the span of influ-

ence and concern needed for professionalization. The cur.

riculum will.
A review of analyses of curricula categorizes them in terms

of very specific purposesadministrative review for new

courses, self-study, committee analysis, board intervention,

comparative studyhut contains little evidence of "theory"

in action (Mayhew and Ford 1971, p. 81). This idiosyncratic

approach to such analysis is still widely evident. The practice

has serious shortcomings, however, in that it chops the total

curriculum into pieces offering momentary convenience but

results that are rarely consistent from one setting to another

and seldom congruent with each other.
This monograph advocates a very different view. Analysis

of the curriculum, whatever the purpose, whatever the level,

is a critical feature of the practice situation in the academic

profession. It follows that such analysis should follow sound

organizing principles, principles consonant with academic

conditions. The established professions have elaborated

design into context, content, and form. The concept offers

a defining principle very appropriate to the teaching-learning

situation.
Changes in the curriculum to meet contemporary chal-

lenges are made in one of three ways: ( I) modification or

reform, the most familiar; (2) integration, perhaps the most

difficult; and (3) transformation, a type of change that

responds to complexity and uncertainty. A need for curricular

change arises now from challenges in the external environ-

ment and from the internal complexities of management. The

next section deals with how transforming actions can be

worked out in two stages: a preparatory process of curriculum

analysis, followed by a program of organizational change.
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THE PROCESS OF ANALYSIS

Moving toward Transformation: Setting and Process
Wby transformation?

xlay, no shortage of challenges exists that overreach the
familiar modes of curricular change, modificafion and inte-
gration, and demand a transformation. Experience of the past
25 years with conventional approaches to some of these chal-
lenges reinforces the importance of a transformational pro-
cedure. For example, when militant blacks in the 1960s called
for the study of black issues in the curriculum, the first
response was to t'ollow the path of modification: to add a new
discipline-like entity to the administrative structure, isolate
the issues, and leave the advocates to fend for themselves.
The approach is entirely consistent with the reductionist, pos-
itivist tradition in the academy and reflects the way new ideas
have been moved into the curriculum for a hundred years
( Hopmann 1991, p. 5). Women's studies in the 1970s reflect
the same attempts at differentiation and segmentation within
the curriculum. In both instances, however, response by mod-
ification is insufficient for the issues. Reflecting on those expe-
riences tells us a great deal about what a transformation of
the curriculum requires.

The formidable curricular issues on the doorstep of the
academy now twesage a very different undergraduate curric-
ulum by 2000.

The nature of transformational issues
1 10W can, or should, the curriculum encompass issues that
promise impacts across prc)grams and departments: gender
equity, respect for racial or ethnic identity, environmental
understanding and action, issues of ethics and mutual respon-
sibility, appreciation for science and technology, comprehen-
sion of global interdependency?

These challenges share attributes that raise them to the level
of curriculumwide issues and posit a need for transformation.
Each has a complex structure and will not yiekl to simple
solutions. Each requires a knowledge base that is now incom-
plete and largely beyond the disciplines and professional spe-
cialties that make up the curriculum. Each has significant con-
sequem (.s for the main functions of our society, present and
future, and each carries emotional loads of great force. Finally,
even though the directions that "ought" to be pursuedthe
moral imperatives often are clear, the nature and shape of
final outcomes are not known. At this time, even the most
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obstinate advocate cannot know for sure what a "diversified
curriculum" or a "global curriculum" looks like. We are all
in a state of common inquiry.

All these features point toward a process of searching, a
quest for curriculum, something more open than the well-
rounded plan or statement of goals that marks strategic or
long-range planning (see figure 3).

FIGURE 3

ANALYSIS OF THE CURRICULUM: Prelude to Change

Process
Legitimation

Exploration

Synthesis

Negotiation

Arbitration/
Mediation

Content
Of topics; of
prtwedures
Normative ink wmation,
comparative data, con-
ceptual alternatives
Rationale and reason
able alternative's
Reactions, position
papers. discusskms
Evaluated alternatives
for planning and action

Product
Statement of Operating
Principle's .Tharge

Working papers, data

Proposal

Reactkm papers,
transcripts
White paper covering
current ctmditions,
rationale for change,
directkins

A two-stage process
The process of transformation has two distinct components.
The first is exploration by .systematic anedysic, the second
action for organizational change. It follows, therefore, that
programs for changing the curriculum to meet the challenges
of today are best conceived as a two-stage process. Each stage
is a discrete operation.

Curriculum planning shouki be a tuD-tier Or hierarchial
process. The Tostmodern" challenges /those identified uith
ilk, curriculum wnong them) are marked hy open .-.ystenis
thinking a complex structure, and . . . transformatory jas
opposed to accumulath'e) change (Doll 1989, pp. 244, 251).

Finding examples
The most striking features of the various trials-----and even the
successes of curricular change -are difference and incom-
pletion. Institutions and their faculties set a distinctive stamp
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on a program of study. Individualism is apparent in the
AASCU's (American Amociation of State Colleges and Univer-
sities's) self-reports from 10 institutions that participated in
APEP, the Academic Program Evaluation Project (1986). The
common purpose of the project was assessing the quality of
presentation, given a set of intellectual skills. In fitct, as the
reports show, it also afforded opportunities to reset the cur-
riculum in a variety of ways.

Another example of large-scale change was undertaken at
the University of Minnesota. The FOCI1S project shows evi-
dence of the variation generated across departments (Paz2n-
dak 1989). As a means of improving the quality of undergrad-
uate education, four "elements of excellence" were translated
into expresiions that were largely curricular in nature. A tes-
timony to the difficulties of curricular change is found in the
small share of institutions that actually fulfill their intentions.

Still other kinds of change point up the variations. The
search for better general education programs prompted, and
still motivates, much curricular change (see, e.g., Gaff 1983).
A review of practices in four-year colleges, for example, found
great regularity in the amount of general education but wide
variation in content and purpose (Toombs, Fairweather, et
al. 1989). The papers at MC meetings and ju:4 about every
issue of Liberal Education report hands-on experience with
attempts to revise curricula in liberal arts colleges. Few exam-
ples exist, however, of transformation in its completed form.
Many institutions have initiated partial efforts in that direo.k:!1
usually in a search for ways to handle diversity in the ,ur.lc-
ulum. In the area of women's studies, for example, Po% or 50
colleges and universities have at least the rudiments of c-ur

riculum transformatkm projects" (Schuster and Van D)oe
1985, p. 21). In the mid-1980s, most projects depended on
external funding, emphasized faculty devehTment ( most
often through workshops), and concentrated on "assuring
progeny' to carry the process forward. They tended to operate
in conventional modes that reflect modification rather than
transformationtop-down, piggyback (infusing existing
courses), or bottom-up.

Because even the proponent of transformation see the pro-
cess as incomplete and also because of the immediacy of the
challenges, now is a good time for open, speculative consid-
eration about how a transforming process can be started. A
particularly good theme for tracing transforming approaches

Few exumples
twis4
however, of
transformation
in its
completed
form.
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is found in the search for gender equity. The topic leaves no
field or discipline untouched. Feminist challenges reach out
beyond the curriculum into administrative practice and insti-
tutional policy. They postulate new modes and premises for
research. The literature dealing with women in the academy
provides a rich, well-articulated, and compelling body of infor-
mation, exchange, and argument. Even the briefest reading
of feminist literature makes clear the magnitude of the trans-
formation that lies ahead.

Creating an inclusive curriculum means more than bring-
ing umen's studies into the general curriculum because
it also means creating a program . . that does not have
the racist, class, beterosexist, and cultural bias that is found
in tin: traditional curriculum (Andersen 1988, p. 53).

That passage also raises one of the key problems for ex-
ploration and negotiation: whether it is passible to deal with
all of the complexions of bias with a single transformation.
Feminist scholars attach great urgency to curricular change
(see, e.g., Barnard 1981; Farnham 1987; Hoffnung 1984; McIn-
tosh 1983; Minnich, O'Barr, and Rosenfeld 1988; Schuster and
Van Dyne 1985). Women, however dedicated and knowledge-
able, cannot alone transform the curriculum. Collegial and
institutional dimensions rise to the surface constantly. With
these perspectives in mind, we turn to curriculum analysis
and organizational change.

Legitimation
Principles of anab)sis
The process of establishing acceptance, "a conditioil of mutual
trust," "a willingness to comply," is usually emphasized in
discussions of governance and organizational behav'or (Mor-
timer and McConnell 1978, p. 284). In that setting legitimation
is a precondition to the distribution and exercise of authority
and power. In governance, legitimacy could spring from cul-
tural values, acceptance of the social structure, or designation
by a legitimate agent (Herbert 1976, p. 91). It could rest on
a basis of "expertise, formal role, personal rapport, or gener
alized deference to authority" (Mortimer and McConnell 1978,
p. 18). Legitimation is just as crucial as the first process in cur-
ricular transformation, but here it has different functions and

very different base. 'Me functions in this case are to establish
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openness more than compliance, to achieve a willingness to
participate, and to move mploration in a general direction
rather than along a designated path.

Distinctions between these two definitions of legitimacy
are evident in several incidents and a spate of critical reactions
reported in recent months. "Professor [from Clark University]
resists request to teach pluralistic views" says a headline in
the Neu, York Times. The faculty member reached to the heart
of legitimacy: "What is before you is not meant in any way
to be a referendum on pluralism.. . . Its aim is to try to re .
establish some faculty control over the curriculum" (18
November 1990).

It is worth emphasizing that, in the setting of the curric-
ulum, the "compliance" of governance is replaced by engage-
ment, by joining up. The process is variously referred to as
"buying in" or "taking ownership" or "commitment," but the
core of the idea is the same. It signifies subsuntive as well
as symbolic participation.

All who might he called on to support the potential out-
comes must actively acknowledge what "problem" will he
addressed. Most comprehensive curricular projects eventually
present demands on constituencies beyond the faculty, touch-
ing financial offices or physical plant, for example. The indi-
viduals involved deserve to know in advance that the out-
comes are viewed as serious and that thty are a part of
the process.

Pbswring fundamoual changes in educational programs
and practices . . . requires high visibility at the top, commit .
ment of energy and resources, a long kad time, and
instorctional and support staff that are convinced of the
tvlue of the changes and of their own abilitks to implement
them (Pazandak 1989, p. 5).

Failure to connect with the central structures and functions
dooms efforts at changeif not early, then later. The atrophy
of faculty development programs has been related to insuf-
ficient links with the crucial processes like promotion and
tenure and with key offices, to reduced support and recog-
nition at the institutional level, and to an absence of rewards
and compensation (I Jwalaka 1986). Change in the curriculum
starts with legitimation of the process among all relevant
comtituencies.
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Hazy legitimacy is also fatal. An important corollaiy is that
acts of legitimation need to he unambiguous. Because en-
dorsement at the top generates the force of an "indirect stim-
ulus" and deans often play the role of essential catalyst, the
decision to participate has the quality of a "go/no go" choice.
Where curricular change is part of a strategic plan, the com-
mitment of the top level is crucial in setting directions.

Voices that lay claim to legitimacy in governance still speak
in terms of "empowerment" or "control of decision making."
Increasingly, however, it is apparent that this approach leads
to closed positions on all sides. An adversarial posture might
have some advantages in confronting the administrative struc-
ture, hut, in the setting of the curriculum, it tends toward stale-
mate. What is really needed is participation in a process of
exploration and inquiry.

Legitimation of the topic
Legitimation reaches not only the process and the participants
but also the topic itself. The issue needs to carry itS own ra-
tionale. To begin with, careful attention to the scope and limits
under study is required. The curriculum has the qualities of
a covenantmore than a promise, but less than an oath (Scott
1981). Such a covenant requires that the issue match the talent
to be invested. Some issues are too specific to legitimately
command the attention of an entire institution.

The AMU! project, for example, targeted "generic skills"
analysis, synthesis, quantificatkm, communication, valuing.
Important as they are, a whole institution is not likely to see
them as legitimate. They belong at the level of the course,
the pattern, and the constellation and could have been so
defined at the outset.

A danger exists that "popular ideas" in the curriculum can
become overblown. For all its value, "critical thinking lacks
the creative, constructive, and design elements necessary for
social progress" (DeBono 1984, P. 16). Shallow "curriculum
development," goals leading to mediocrity, and comprehen-
sive topics that concentrate on the full scope of "education"
should be carefully distinguished (Klein 1983).

In contrast, some issues are too large to he covered entirely
by a project on curricuhr change. The extensive and profound
considerations raised by feminist studies are perhaps the best
example of an issue completely entwined with the curriculum,
on the one hand, and demanding of analysis and action in
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many other sectors of the academy and the institution, on the
other. The extra-academic community, with its demographic,
legal, and cultural changes for women, actively interacts with
the academic community. A direct challenge to the scope of
knowledge affects scholarship and disciplines across the
hoard: "We are coming to see that academic learning is
incomplete, biased, and parochial" (Barnard 1981).

Since uwnen bal.(' been excluded from the creation of for-
malized knowledge, to include women means more than
just adding wwnen into existing knouledge or making them

(kjects of knowledge. . . . Including uumen refers to
the complex proals of redefining knouledge by snaking
women's everiences a primary subject for knowledge, con
ceptualizing u.omen as active agents in the creation of
knowledge, including women's perspectil'es on knowledge,
looking at gender as fundamental to the articulation of
knowledge in Western thought, and seeing wonwn's and
men's everiences in relation to the sex/gender system. Fern-
Mists in educational institutions will likely continue working
for both women's studies and curriculum change, since both
projects seek to change the content and form of the tradi-
tional curriculum (Andersen 1988, pp. 38, 53).

Curricular transformation, it must be recognized, often
stands as one essential and discrete part of a much larger
transformation. Exactly the same circumstances are inherent
in racial and ethnic considerations. Curricular change is only
one legitimate topic on the agenda, and it does not override
or substitute for other legitimate concerns, such as African-
American or Hispanic studies. Choosing the right scope, a
level of concentration that carries kNical coherence, and pre-
cisely the right issues confers the legitimacy of subjects on
curricular transfirmation.

Operational considerations
Practical considerations arise at this point: Who will do the
work? By what means is legitimation established? What will

the first products be? Analysis of the curriculum is one area
of academic where the nature of deciskm making is indis-
putably collegial. Initiatives on restructuring arise most fre-
quently with the faculty. roughly 40 to SO percent of the cases,
but that still leaves plenty of room kw guidance and reactions
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front other contributors (Franklin 1988, p. 204). The theme
of shared and differentiated decision making places a high
premium on "reasoning together," a hallmark of the collegial
model (Chaffee 1983, p. 15). Within the loose collegial model
are choices to be made about the mode of operation. Some-
how higher education has become fixated on the blue-ribbon-
committee-with-recommendations as a preferred device,

Legitimation calls for wide participation as well as specific
actions. The plan of operation at the legitimizing stage
requires plenary representation. Inventiveness is also impor-
tant. One popular mode of operation begins with the estab-
lishment of a steering committee whose responsibilities
include oversight, internal communication, and evaluation.
Other options include a staff offi' :vith continuing repre-
sentation and support persona, whose principal task is to
move the project forward. An ad hoc convening body call also
serve as the agent for establishing legitimacy.

Whatever the mechanism for oversight, the first tangible
product in the process of curricular analv . is a legitimating
dt)cument, a "charge," "articles of agreement," or "operating
assumptions." The purpose is to establish a consensual foun-
dation, a direction, for the entire project.

Exploration
Operations
Engagement and imagination are so valuable at the working
level that models other than the executive model of chairman
and subordinate members deserve consideration. Once the
main topics are laid out, the format for the task units can be
chosen. Consensual models, nonauthoritarian models that
use group process techniques to generate information along
with staff support for collation and feedback, proved effective
with autonomous professionals in a variety of fiekls (Smutz
1984). Highly focused task groups or subcommiaces within
a task force accompanied by networking and frequent intec

mimunication give the flexibility to deal with specific topics,
A major effort to change the curriculum at Monmouth College
( Education for Leadership and Sodal Responsibility) is devel
oping a variety of techniques for linking kiculty, administra-
tkm, and community (Nemerowicz and Rosi 1990).

When patterns of proprietary interest are strong, it might
be necessary to use "stake holder" groups as the working
units. A functional distribution of activities in the exploratory
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stage --description, information gathering, synthesismight
be useful. The sodal dynamics of size deserve strict attention:
Ewe to.seven members for action and decision, eight to twelve
members for deliberation, 12 to 20 members for communi-
cation sessions. Larger numbers operate as an audience.

Developing possibilities and alternatives
The operati(in of any curriculum has an inherent tendency
for isolation and segmentation to accumulate acniss the
courses. As a consequence, most activities that involve the
curriculum- -accreditation, strategic planning, program
review -start with description, a forthright statement of what
is going on. Fortunately, much of the informatk in is often at
hand. By casting or recasting the material into the framework
of design (context, content, and form) then abstracting com-
mon features, useful statements can he generated.

No one wants to reinvent the wheel when engaged in a
time-consuming and c(iniplex activity. The only reasonable
way to avoid it is to marshal the best and most timely infor-
mati(in and put it to as many uses as possible. Inevitably,
many faculty can contribute expertise from their own tiekl
aN)ut how the pnitessk in has dealt with the topic and what
eltiirts other institutions have made. In the case of gender
equity, f(ir example. the importance of infusing teaching,
learning, and research with a feminist c(imponent has been
widely reported. Full-time staff support is imperative in this
information-gathering stage. and special costs exist in the
acquisiti( in, synthesis, and distribution of new information.

Inst. misused, or wasted time is the enemy of every delib-
erative body. Much of the material generated f(ir curricular
change can serve in accreditation or program review. A careful
recording of events is vital for communication, external as
well as internal. Written status reports, widely circulated, are
l'amiliar. Academics have mit drawn much on the well of coln-
iminication technol(igy tbr day-t( )-day business, except in
research. Entering reports into an (pen data tile on a Mtn-
puler nem)rk provides for interactive response and a running
commentary. Since audio tapes made the Iranian revolution
p(issible and the fax machine sustained the events in Tianan
men Square, the communicative power of new technologies
can hardly he doubted.

Not all informati( in is equal. Of special importance is inf(ir
mation that encourages wide perspectives on the curriculum
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beyond the limited viewpoints of discipline and course. Two
kinds of informatkin with such value are normative data and
comparative data Fortunately, the published sources of infor-
mation in both categories have multiplied in the last decade.
Normative data give a sense of variation and central tendency.
Questions dealing with courses listed per faculty member,
departmental size, amount of credits for majors, minors, and
"service" courses often come up when change is discussed.
Comparative data display conditkins at one institution in con-
trast to practices at similar institutions. Purely analytical treat-
ment of data to describe the current situatkm in terms of crit-
ical ratios, courses listed versus courses offered, listings per
firculty by department, and so on is valuable.

Normative information on curricular practice describes the
range and concentration of use tiw a particular feature. The
data gathered by the Carnegie Nxindaticm and periodically
amended prmides facts about credit distributions, courses
listed per faculty member, and department size ( tyvine 1981),
providing an excellent background against which to examine
one's own program. The American Council on Educatkm's
fact hooks are a mine of informatkm on the shifting patterns
of students' choices by major. The recent faculty surveys by
the Office of Educational Research and Improvement provide
a wealth of comparative information on faculty work styles.
The successive surveys of the Carnegie Foundation provide
timely summaries of practice. From the National Center for
Education Statistics, the series on the condition of education,
published since 1975, prmide more summary data on general
practices. The data tiles available through the Chronicle of
Higher Education and the frequent summaries published in
aance merit examination, And several efforts at transcript
analysis, notably at the University of Pennsylvania and at Penn
State I !niversity, will soon provide considerable informatkm
on the actual patterns of students' choices.

A similar wealth of qualitative source materials is available
(see, e.g., Cohen et al. 1986 for a review of material on junior
and community colleges; Menges and Mathis 1988 for infor-
mation on teaching and learning; Schubert 1980 for a list of'
hooks on the curriculum beginning in about 1960; Schuster,
Wheeler, et al. 1990 for a chapter providing a thorough corn
pilation of works on faculty development; and Stark and
Lowther 1986 tin. an indispensable review of the literature).
Of special value is the "custom computer search" prmided
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by the ERIC Clearinghouse. Timely and comprehensive, these
products are particularly useful in identilYing parallel endeav-
ors. Matthew Arnold once observed that an afternoon in the
library could make one the second best-informed person in
the world on any given subject. That option now exists with
respect to normative data and source materials on curricular
practices. A studied information base of normative data and
sources can go far toward establishing a common background
of understanding.

Synthesis
It is at the point of synthesis that the transformative approach
makes a distinctive contributkm. A major working paper sum-
marizing the explwatkms in the form of alternatives provides
the substance for negotiation and exchange until the priorities
among the alternatives are worked out. A foundation for pro-
grams of acti(m, for organizational change, is generated. The
product is a position paper with the scope and independence
of a "white paper." Reflecting the processes that produced
it, the document opens with a description of current practice,
followed by a section reporting essential information from
the research. The final sectkm brings together an array of alter-
natives that point in the desired directions. They are not yet
plans for ac' ion but alternative scenarios that can form the
basis for exchange and negotiation. Each task group and all
interest groups contribute, but the final paper is best gener
ated by a staff group or a "writing team" whose task is,syn-
thesis, not inventkm.

Goals, plans fi)r action, stipulations of mission and pulp )se
are not yet specific. This procedure might seem drawn out,
but, given the cc miplexity of curricular transformatk )9 and
the collaborative nature of the process, bn iad coverage has
more value than specificity. It is agreement on directions
rather than goals for action that is the first outcome.

Negotiation
Negt Aiati(m is always pan of organization..I change, of cur
ricular change in particular. Often it goes unacknowledged
or undervalued by academics who prefer to negotiate from
a position of criticism after plans of action are drawn up. At
that stage, confronted by fixed fiats for change, the instal
ments of negotiation are often limited to resistance and
vetoes, foot dragging, and quiet subversion. I indergoing nego-
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tiation before an action plan is set and focusing on alternatives
and priorities ensure a sounder basis for the acts of change.
Neglect of this piece of the process has its price.

Again, the challenge of introducing gender equity into the
curriculum offers an example. The tendency is for curricular
change to get hogged down in intermediate stages (McIntosh
1983). Organizations tend to have a native rate of absorption
for new practice's, and negotiation helps keep it moving.

With respect to the processes of explorationthe devel
opment of new ihformation, theory, examples, and analysis
the efforts of women's studies are strikingly successful. Issues
are presented in a rich literature that is readily accessible. The
directkms, as in the notion of an "inclusive curriculum," are
wen explored (Andersen 1988). The practical problem is how
to bring considerations of gender to a negotiating tableto
the department, courses, patterns, and constellations. The
present stage of transformation toward gender equity in the
curriculum has plenty of mom for negotiation. The alterna-
tives developed by exploratkm will inevitably cover a wide
range of directions.

One line of akernatives in this case is likely to reflect an
ultrarevisionist view that . . . to see thniugh the androcentric
veil, we !mist shift to another paradigm" (Farnham 1987, p.

53). The call for a new vision is sweeping, challenging notkms
of "canon," "values," "authority," and "form," setting aside
ckiims of "objective," "rational," "analytical," and "dispassion-
ate" scholarship as a imisk for an invisible paradigm. At the
modest end of the proposals is the idea that the content of
courses can be infused with examples of women's contribu-
tions to the field.

Any change in thinking of the magnitude involved in such
topics will he evolutionary, and the initial negniation is only
a beginning. The disciplinary deirartment or ctmlparab(e unit
of a professional program is the best place fiw negotiation
( Farnham 1987; Schuster and Van Dyne 1985). "A distinguish-
ing characteristic . . . is the locus for change. They operate
within the deiyartmental or divisional structure, which is par-
ticukirly useful as a Inse for imagining alternatives to those
structures I that nik only tend to isolate indivkluals but to
fragment knowledge" (Schuster and Van Dyne 1985, p. 34).
The product of negotiation is an assignment of priorities
among the alternatives, a prelude to organizational change.
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Retrospection
The term "retrospection" was selected to emphasize that eval-
uation of curricular change involves observation as well as
measured lissessment or summative evaluatkm. Monitoring,
tracking, and recording events are part of retrospection. Con-
tinuous reflection is emphasized (see Argyris and Schon
1978). The AASCU's report offers a notable piece of retrospec-
tion in several respects. First, it demonstrates that the pro-
cesses of curricular change, however similar the starting point,
can generate a widely variable set of outcomes, and seren-
dipity plays a large role. Second, as a nonjudgmental descrip-
tion, it allows us to see for ourselves, to learn, from a series
of related events. Third, retrospection helps unearth the "hid-
den curriculum," the filtering and interpretive forces of unwit-
ting action and the patterns of counterinfluence that sometime
underlie efforts.

A place for structured assessment of the-curriculum as well
16 its outcomes of course exists. Apart from the analysis of
student outcomes in terms of performance is a series of
assessment questions to be applied at critical junctures of
developing the curriculum. How well does the form of the
program tit with content? Are the full implications of context
conskle.ed? How well do the mechanics of structure--class,
course, text, labreflect the intentions of the designers? Do
the actual operation, course schedules, and sequences con-
form to the design's intentkms?

In summary, undertaking a transformation of the curric..ulum
requires more preparatory effort than other kinds of planned
change. Accurate description, careful legitimation of topic and
process, exploration of new views and information, and nego-
tiation must be carefully thought out before acting. The instru-
mentality hest suited to the process is a kind of white paper
offering alternative directions that can he negotiated into a
set of guiding prkuities, yielding a framework for organiza-
tional change.
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MANAGING CHANGE IN THE CURRICULUM

"We do not understand enough about how changes are
effected in individual pradice or in the nature of institutions
to give definite, well-tested guidelines" (Mayhew and F)rd
1971, p. 110). Although organizational change has become
a key topic in the literature on organizational theory and the
implementation of curricular reform has become a central
concern to curricular theorists, this statement is still true. In
large part because many different mnstituencies have deeply
held beliefs about institutional curricula, the administrator
or faculty member who wishes to alter the curriculum still
lacks a general schema about how to manage change. We do
know a series of questions that should be asked, information
that should be gathered, and models of cunicular decision
making that can he called up( n, lu)wever, when an orga-
nization's participants intend to undertake a review of the
curriculum.

This section first reviews theories of change from an orga-
nizational viewpoint and then discusses ideas about curricular
change. Both reviews highlight how different theoretical per-
spectives orient the change processes one can use and the
obstacles encountered to implementing academic change.
The section concludes with the roles different constituencies
might play in curricular change and questions and schemes
that might be developed to orchestrate change successfully,

Planning Organizational Change
Defining change
Change can he defined as the processes of applying a new
idea to create a new process or product. By inducing change
in the organizaticm, the organizational participants are work-
ing in an environment that in many ways is Opposite from
an organizational environment built on stable processes and
outcomes. 'Me task of the innovating organization is fun-
damentally different from that of the operating organization"
( (ialbraith 1982, p. 5). That is. an inn( wating organization con-
stantly reconfigures its outcomes and goals, which in turn
could necessitate different organizational processes to achieve
tlu)se ()incomes and goals. Onisequently, the innovating orga-
nization pc issesses different characteristics from a stable orga-
nization; in an innovating organimtion, a high degree of
uncertainty and risk is involved, and failure is nu)re likely than
in an operating organization. At the same time, commitment
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might be higher and the rewards greater in an organization
that stresses innovation and change.

Three major theoretical perspectives of the organization
concern change and innovationtechnological, political, and
cultural (Firestone and Corheu 1988)(afthough a different
perspective could be useful under different conditions).
Before undertaking curricular change, one needs to diagnose
the organization to understand the processes guiding it.

The technologicalperspective views implementation as a
rational, technical process. The assumption is that organiza-
tkms have a single set of clear goals that will be adapted to
the demands of the externa! environment. The polftical per-
spective emphasizes the incentives and balances of power
among organizational participants with divergent interests.
The culturalperspective is a relatively new viewpoint stressing
the enduring values and traditions of individuals involved in
ckinge. An organization's culture establishes a set of long-
standing and often implicit criteria for assessment that an
inntwation must meet to he accepted.

This monograph works from the assumption that an orga-
nization's culture is a critical element as it directs and reg-
ulates individuals behavior. That is, existing norms and values
are inherent in the institution's culture. Beliefs are often dif-
ficult to change because they give intrinsic meaning to orga-
nizational activity ( Firestone, Corbett, and Rossman 1987).
The assumption underlying this perspective is that organi-
zational cultures are conservative and thus present ()bstacles
to efforts at curricular reform that conflict with cultural norms.

Researchers recently have suggested that an awareness of
each perspective is a necessary strategy to induce organa-
tional change (Chaffee 1989; (lialfee and Tierney 1988). The
successful change agent understands what adaptatk)ns the
organization must undergo to meet the needs of external con-
stituencies; the organiiation's internal political processes are
understood so that, to the extent possible, rational decision
making occurs. Finally, and most impmtant, the change agem
successfully intoprets the culture of the oiganization to inter-
nal constituencies so that the constituents participate in and
understand the changes that need to take place. The twer
riding assumption is that in a turbulent environment an under-
standing of that environment and the continuous intopce-
tation of the organization's relatkmship to it are ci ideal to
achieving organizational effectivenmi.

,
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A framework of change
To successfully orchestrate change in the organization, one
must draw on a series of tactics that incorporate technokNical,
political, and cultural perspectives. These tactics can he sys-
tematized into a framework that contains four major compo-
nents: (1) structure and roles, (2) organizational processes,
(3) incentives, and (4) idea champions (Galbraith 1982). The
first component, structure and roles, includes three major
rolesleaders, sponsors, and orchestratorswho focus on
the technological and political perspectives. Individuals adopt
these roles and interact with one another to bring about
change. An understanding of the organization's structures and
roles essentially enables one to comprehend how ideas
should he introduced, argued about, and decided upon if
change is to take place. Who is responsible for monitoring
the environment and comprehending the needs of external
constituencies is investigated. The role of the organization's
leader and a structural understanding of who holds the polit-
ical power to sponsor ideas and foment change are key
considerations.

The second organizatmal component, organizational pro-
cesses, focuses on the key processes of funding, acquiring
new ideas, conthining ideas, moving ideas to the operating
organization, and managing change. Once one understands
the structure of decision making, how the structure is enacted
wins importance. This component highlights cultural and
political perspectives. What are the normative processes
required for action to occur? What symbolic activities must
take place tbr an idea to be implemented?

The third component, incentives, encourages innovating
behavior. Innovating organizations need to devekv a reward
system that attracts and retains idea pec,ple to the organiza-
tion, provides the motivatkm for attempts to innovat,!, and
rewards successful performance. The clearest difference
between an innovating and an operating organization is in
how different organizations reward incentives. Innovating
organizations develop strategies to reward new ideas, while
operating organizations reward other activities; in some
instances, disincentives exist in an operating organization that
wishes to maintain stability and avoid innovatkm.

The fourth component, idea champions, focuses on how
the organization identities and devehps individuals who gen-
erate ideas (Daft and Becker 1978). Idea champions are those

What symbollc
activities must
take place for
an idea to be
implemented?
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individuals who not only develop an idea, hut also have the
desire and determination to see the idea through. Idea cham-
pions do not have to reside in the upper echelons of the hier-
archy; as an innovation moves through the structural com-
ponent, however, support from organizational leaders and
sponsors is necessary. The assumption that idea champions
reside throughout the organization rather than only in senior
roles has far-ranging implications. Incentives, for example,
will he developed for all individuals in the organization so
that everyone will perceive that part of his or her role is to
develop new ideas and strategies.

In sum, a central theme of much of the literature on orga-
nizational change is that innovating organizations must he
specifically designed to innovate. The innovation design
needs to incorporate technological, political, and cultural
aspects. Thus, organizations must plan for innovation by the
formal development of these critical components. By under-
standing the organizational perspectives and the general
framework for innovation, one can better understand why
resistance occurs to planned changes and what strategies to
use to overcome obstacles to curricular change.

Planning Curricular Change
A wealth of literature has been developed about managing
academic change (see, e.g., Chickering et al. 1977; Conrad
1978; Dill and Friedman 1979; Hefferlin 1969; Levine 1980;
Lindquist 1978). This subsecdon is limited to a discussion
of the four stages an innovation goes through before its accep-
tance and seven barriers to change.

Stages of curricular change
Understanding that an innovation moves through various
stages means that an organizatkm's participants can decide
which different organizational levers should he called upon
to move the process along (see kvine 1980 and 1981 for per-
haps the most helpful works in understanding different cur-
ricular innovations :Ind the stows an innovation goes through
before its formal acceptance). Different stages demand dif-
ferent degrees of participation, and if we understand the point
where an innovative idea is, then we will he better able to
come to terms with who should he involved.

The stages begin with the recognition of a need. We expect
that the environment will determine many of an organization's
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needs. At the same time, the culture of the organization will
help frame how the need is initially presented and framed.
The second stage is the plan and formulation of a solution.
Both of these stages involve participation that can vary from
the entire organizAtion to certain individuals.

The third stage is the trial period when the innovation is
implemented. The last stage is either institutionalization,
when the innovation becomes a routine part of the organi-
zation, or termination. The third and fourth stages often
receive the least consideration by organizational participants.
How to determine whether an experiment is successful or
who will decide whether the innovation should be formally
accepted are questions that demand consideration.

Like the cultural model, a basic assumption inherent in
Levine's model is the recognition that each organization has
a distinctive set of norms, values, and goals that constitutes
its personality or character. The success or failure of an inno-
vation might in large part be the result of the organization's
norms. It is helpful to consider the stages of innovation in
terms of the framework for change mentioned earlier. Several
questions combine the stages and the frameworks:

What are the incentives that create a climate for innov
tion in the first stage?
Is the idea champion someone who has the stamina and
wherewithal to foster the innovation through all four
stages?
At what point should the leader become involved?
What is the structure that will allow for efkctive and effi-
cient decisions in the second stage?
How have the processes for assessment been designed
for the third stage?
Who will decide whether the ,xperiment will be incor-
porated into the organization?

Barriers to change
Seven major findings hear directly on the organizational bar-
riers to implementing curricular change (see, e.g., Heifer lin
1969; Levine 1980; Lindquist 1978; Martorana and Kuhns
1975). Once we understand the harriers to change, we can
come to terms with how to overcome those obstacles.

First, resistance to innovation is related to organizational
stability (Levine 1980). By its very nature, an innovation will
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attempt to change the boundaries of the organization. Unsta-
ble Organizations or institutions in crisis are more likely to
be willing to have permeable boundaries. "In stable or rigid
organizations, Rioweveri innovations are more likely to be
perceived as incompatible, unprofitable, or both" (Levine
1980, p. 169). The conflict brought about by the change will
ultimately be resolved by either the inclusion or termination
of the change. Thus, instability tends to be a critical element
to consider for the innovative organization.

Second, resistance to innovation is associated primarily with
two organizational variables: those pertaining to issues of for-
malization (centralization) and profitability (stratification of
rewards, emphasis on efficiency, and job satisfaction). In
short, the more centralization, rules, bureaucratic pmcedures,
and formalization that occur, the less likely are innovations
to occur. The more stratification or wide disparity in the dis-
tribution of rewards from the top to bottom of the organiza-
tion, the less likely it will be for innovation to take place. A
stratified organization will not provide incentives for all stake
holders to think of themselves as idea champions.

Third, resistance to innovation is related to the organiza-
tion's culture. Cultures are inherently conservative and not
prone to accept dramatic ideas or actions. An organization's
culture is determined by its history and the various organi-
zational elements that comprise it (Tierney 1988a) and inter-
pret it. The assumption is that how the participants interpret
their environment, for example, or what innovations are
needed are in large part determined by the organization's cul-
ture. The point is not that strong cultures resist change and
weak cultures do not; rather, organizational leaders must
come to terms with understanding the culture if they want
to create a climate for change. How members are socialized,
the reward structure, the traditions and overarching mission,
the manner in which the leader creates and conveys organi-
zational meaning, and a host of other cultural variables all
go a long way toward determining how the institution's par-
ticipants perceive new ideas.

A fourth barrier concerns inertia and fear of the unknown.
In this light, the mainter Ace of what is current is difficult
enough without trying to implement anything else that inev-
itably involves organizational 'and individual risks. "College
kaders, like truckers on steep grades, have all they can do
to keep their institution on the road" (Lindquist 1978, p. 114).
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teaching. Unless someone takes responsibility for marshaling
a curricular change through the various stages, the status quo
will prevail.

A fifth barrier concerns the lack of relevant information
decision makers hold about a problem. Information about
what should or should not be included in a college curric-
ulum is often anecdotal (Mayhew and Ford 1971). Projectkms
about students' attendance, aptitudes, and needs--especially
in a turbulent environmentoften lack statistical accuracy,
so that decisions about the curriculum often turn on philo-
sophical umjecture rather than empirical evidence.

A sixth disincentive to change in academe is that a post-
secondary institution's reputation is in general not based on
innovation. 11n like a profit-making company that needs to
offer different automobiles or a different line of fashion to
meet consumers' changing needs, a postsecondary organi-
zation often bases its reputation on its history (Hefferlin
1969). An institution that adop, s broad curricular changes is
in danger of tampering with how different audiences conceive
of the organization.

The seventh barrier relates to a traditkmal problenl of aca-

deme: Lines of decision-making authority are unclear. Cur-
ricular deciskm-making bodies are often unwieldy in size,
and the time needed to suggest a new idea, debate its pros
and cons, work the idea through the various deliberative
bodies of the institutkm, and finally implement the change
could take years. The stages of an innovatkm might move
along so slowly that the participants will view success when
a decision has been reached the ramifications of how the
innovation will be implemented and assessed might not he
thought through-- -and might be the responsibility of no one.
The perceptkm could arise that all the organizati(mal partic-
ipants have done is talk about change rather than implement
it if, at the end of an academic 'ear, no action has been taken
other than affirm the status quo.

Implementing Curricular Change
Previous discussions
The problem with any "recipe forsuccessful change" (Levine
1980, p. 190) is that each cook has his or her own way of
interpreting the ingredients and each cmk's oven varies in
temperature. One's tools and interpretation could drastically
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alter the nature of any recipe. Nevertheless, those who want
to implement successful change have been encouraged to
take several factors into account:

Crew climate, even a demand, for change.
Diminish the threat associated with innovation and avoid
hard-line apprcuches.
Avoid being timkl.
Appreciate timing.
Gear the innovatain to the organization.
Disseminate and evaluate information.
Communk-ate effectively.
Get organizational leaders behind the innovation.
Build a base of active support.
Establish rewards.
Plan for the period after adoption.

The problem with a laundry list of this sort is that the
change agent has no systematic way of incorporating what
he or she must do to bring about curricular change (Levine
1980 ). This section now suggests a schema for implementing
change that synthesizes the organization's perspectives, the
framework for change, the stages of change, and the harriers
to it. The schema is based on four assumptions. First, inno-
vative organizations must be designed; they are fundamentally
different from operating organizations built on stability and
repetitkin, Second, ongoing analysis rather than evaluation
is key, for an innovative organization is always undergoing
change and analysis, compared to operating organizations,
which might operate successfully with periodic evaluations.
Third, curricular change should come about not because of
a state of dissatisfaction (Wood and Davis 1978), but because
the state of curricular operations is in continuous review.
Fourth, the matmer in which the organization is organized
is critical for successf ul innovation.

`1\vo caveats come with this list. First, postsecondary orga-
nizations most often are not designed to be innovative. The
culture, hist( wy, inertia, and decision-making structures of col-
leges and universities often mitigate against overhauling the
curriculum. Organizational participants often see curricular
discussions as a gratuitous waste of time that should be under-
taken only at the b( :lest of external demands, such as the
need to write an accreditation report.
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second, a cultural perspective of the wganization assume's
that all organizations arc distinctive; causal relationships do
not exist. Causally determined guideline's cannot he devel-
oped for the innovation-minded manager, for a how-to recipe
implies that innovation is complete' at a particular time. Devel-
oping ai innovative organizatkm is a long-range undertaking
that must he ongoing to be effective. A diagnostic frame of
reference has three ex wnponents: incentives, idea champions,
and structure.

Steps toward an innovative organization
Building incentives. Organizational participants need to
recognize that their effims toward curricular innovation will
be rewarded and valued. If we accept that a barrier to change
is organizational stability and inertia, then we must necessarily
think about how to encourage creative thought and action.
As opposed to an organization that searches for unitary syn-
theses, the organiz.ation's participants must be encouraged
to develili alternative' interpretations,

Rewards can come about in any number of ways, hut three
are offered here. First, financial incentive's like summer sup-
plements are one way to communicate to faculty that the time
they spend developing new ideas is appreciated. Second, pro-
viding faculty and other interested constituencies with the
rem Airces to investigate curricular efforts on other campuses
or to discuss a particular topic on their own campus helps
create a climate for change. Third, the ability of leaders to
communicate orally and in writing their appreciatkm of efforts
toward curricular changc is an essential component for creat-
ing a climate for change.

Most individuals are aware of their institutions' fiscal con-
straints. In general, the expectation on campuses is not that
huge sums of money must be invested for individuals to buy
into efforts to change, but that success conies from a culture
where an incentive for change is a central thrust.

Relatively small inducements, such as summer salaries or
a partial reduction in course load to partake in a faculty sem-
inar, are potent symbols that the organization values change.
Similady, what an administration applauds or ignores enables
the participants to interpret the organization's direction and
goals. The need to create an ongoing dialogue within the
organization, rather than merely a response to a particular
suggestkin or demand, is paramount.
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Speaking about the need to build incentives within the
organimion indirectly suggests sonic initiatives that might
be downplayed. If resources are to be spent, the administra-
tion would be better advised to spend the resources on the
participants within the organization like the faculty so that
they are able to develop their Own ideas about what needs
to be done, rather than pay consultants to offer opinions about
what needs to he done with the curriculum. The assumption
is twofold. First, individuals who make decisions in part draw
on their own experiences when they decide whether to imple.
ment different curricular initiatives. Providing faculty and
administrators with the opportunity to visit other campuses
or to discuss specific issues across disciplines aids individuals
to see other views that they might not have had otherwise.

Second, enab!ing participants to develop their own deci.
sions creates an atmosphere at the outset that the decision
is a group activity owned by everyone. Creating a climate for
curricular chinge necessitates that the organization's partic-
ipants buy into the process. Solutions suggested by outsiders
are often resisted or ignored (Tierney 1989b). National
reports, accreditation requirements, state mandates, and the
like could necessitate momentary changes in the curriculum,
but a climate for change will not have been cceatrd. 'Me point
is not for the organization's participants to avoid the external
environment in their curricular initiatives; indeed, it is essen-
tial for participar.:s to understand the various currents at work
in the larger environment. The manlier in which they conie
to understand thase currents, however, should be by the par-
ticipants' ability to investigate the various changes and sug-
gestions rather than by consultants' or authors' offering opin-
ions about what should be done.

Idea champions. Much has been written about the need
for leaders to reestablish authority within the organization
(Kerr and Gade 1987). The role of a leader in an innovative
organization is to promote the idea that all individuals can
become leaders. To foment idem, the organization must foster
an atmosphere where everyone's ideas are valued.

This suggestion runs contrary to the cultures of sonic insti
tutions, where, for example, seniority and/or presidential
authority is given precedence over all other values in the orga-
nization. The point is not to disregard one's senior colleagues
or to silence a president. Those who have a long history with
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the organization must be heard, for they will have valuable
perspectives about the past, and any college president has
a special perspective on the institution that should be artic-
ulated to the community. lo ignore new ideas from junior
faculty or younger administrators, however, is to reenforce
the discussion about compatibility and profitability as barriers
to change. In essence, a climate for innovation will encourage
all individuals to be colearners in the organization.

Suggesting that all individuals might conceive of part of
their role as developing new ideas also asserts that faculty

beo mie more active in decision making.Th be sure,
examples of top-down models that started with administrative
directives.for sweeping curricular change have been success-
ful, but at times the reassertion of administrative authority
will be met with skepticism, if not failure.

The top-down model almost inevitably generates faculty
resistanw and even backlash if the administrative initiative
is perceit'ed as an effort to tell faculty members what and
how to teach. The best strategy for countering that resistance
. . . is to minimize the topdouin nature Of the prqject by
making participation voluntary and soliciting a u,ide range
of faculty.deagnedproposals to compete hr available
resources (Schuster and Van Dyne 1985, p. 84).

The assumptkm that all ( wganizational participants have
ideas that could prove to be successful innovatkins is in line
with prevkius research (Daft and Becker 1978). One's status
in the organizatk .1 has little relation to whether a suggestion
will ultimately be implemented. For the concept of an idea
champk in to be succe.ssful, two requirements must he met.
First, idea champk ins not only must believe in the innovation
hut also must he willing to persist and invest time and energy
into nurturing the idea thniugh the varkitis stages. Seuind,
the idea champion needs sponsorship film influential indi-
viduals. The first requirement is met in an organization that
encourages creativity by incentives. The second requirement
necessitates a discusskm of the structure of the decisk
making process and the roles of different organizational
leaders.

Structure and roles. Tlw last decade produced a great vol-
ume of literature on academic management (see, e.g., Bennett

The role ofa
leader in an
innovative
organization
is to promote
the idea tbat
all individuals
can become
kaders.
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1983; Ehrle and Bennett 1988; Tucker 1984; Tucker and Bryan
1988). These books subscribe to the notion that academic
administrators are managers, individuals who try to manage
both people and resources effectively. Although the evidence
for strong academic leadership is rare (Birnbaum 1988; Cohen
and March 1974; Tierney 198811), most authors still exhibit
a prodivity for wanting presidents and deans to assert a clear
direction for the institution (Bok 1986), Rather than yet
another call kw assertive academic leadership, what is called
for are administrators who think more of the symbolic aspects
of the organization they might call to reform and less of them-
selves as strong-willed leaders. Leaders might think of them-
selves more as orchestra conductors than as generals, more
as intellectuals engaged in a creative task than as managers
engaged in effective administrative practices.

"A successful strategy of reform must enlist professors in
individual institutions to work together to improve . . . the
curriculum. Such efforts are distressingly rare" (Bok 1986, p.
59). Especially with curricular change, administrative leaders
need to pnmlote strategies that engage the collectivity in dis-
cussions abt)ut what they want the institutkm to beet mle as
well as what the institution is at present. Advocating that lead-
ers foment discussion and use symbolic processes is not to
suggest that academic administrators silence their own per-
spectives on 1vhat curricular initiatives should be imple-
mented. The point, however, is that rather than operating from
a top-down model of deciskm making, administrators need
to see tly.mselves more as facilitamrs in a process.

Activities that can create collecti e dialogue range from writ-
ten articles disseminated to the faculty, ft wmal
meetings about a specific curricular i!*.lue. and informal faculty
get-kNethers or mlloquia \vhere faculty could be ink orned
of and then discuss new ideas. Faculty life in general revolves
around the individual's discipline; most faculty are not aware
of many of the newest initiatives or reforms that have been
advocated. The ability of the administration to pn wide
national data and inftwmation that compare one's specific
institution to the ntwm is critical.

At the outset of a curricular initiative, administrative action
should begin with the delineatkm of \vhat k expected, the
time frame in which the discussion should take place, the
decision-making processes and structure in which the dis-
cussion should take place, and what will occur once the deci-
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sion has been reached. Thus, the discusskm about the cur-
riculum will be undertaken with the expectation that a goal

be reached.
The administration necessarily needs to communicate that

it supports the discussion (Wood and Davis 1978, p. 44). Fur-
ther, given the confused lines of decision-making authority
in postsecondary institutions, at the outset of a currictiktr ini-
tiative all members should clearly understand the process and
structure of the discussion. The different Stages an initiative
passes through also necessitate that the faculty should be
aware of not only the time frame within which they should
orient their work, but also what will be expected of the exper-
iment once it has been agreed that it should he implemented.
IcAv will the curricular experiment be assessed? Who will

be responsible for deciding whether the experiment is a suc-
cess or failure?

As the discussion begins, a variety of questions should be
continuously asked about the different ideas (cf. Wood and
Davis 1978, pp. 40-41):

1. What is the institution's mission, and how does the cur-
riculum fulfill that role?

). Who is the curriculum h)r? Does the curriculum serve the
institution's past constituency, present constituency, and/
or future constituency?

3. What information needs to be developed that will provide
insight into the problems that have been defined?

4. I low will the curriculum be taught? Does the current fac-
ulty have the skills necessary to implement the change?
If not, what must be done?

5. I fow broad is the support fin. the initiative?
6. How will the curriculum be implemented and assessed?

Each of these questions entails more than simple checklists
that individuals mark as discussion occurs. Instead, the ques
tions should frame curricular discussions, and the discussants
should continually return to them

The question ccmceming the mission of the institution is
of concern from both the technological and the cultural per-
spectives. Participants need to understand what they are about
so they develop curricular initiatives that meet the techno
logical mandates of their institution as well as the culturally
specific logic with which they guide their lives. A religious
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institutkm, for example, should understand how its mission
is enacted by way ot the curriculum. Similarly, a state college
whose mission is to serve the needs of the working class in
its area must continually 'assess what the region's job oppor-
tunities are so that its youth can obtain gainful employment
urxm graduation.

A curriculum that does not serve institutional pumoses ulti-
mately creates cultural and technological imbalances that will
harm different areas within the institution. The implication
should not be that institutional missions do not change;
indeed, suggesting that the Organization's participants discuss
the misskm when they speak of curricular change is a call for
an increased understanding of how institutional ideology is
a dynamic construct.

Related to the concerns about mission is a question about
the institution's constituency. A curriculum that has not
changed in 20 years, or even a decade, currehtly might be
serving a completely different clientele from the one it was
designed for. Similarly, a curricular initiative based on present
concerns could be outdated in five years if the environment
is projected to change dramatically. The kinds of information
about students that a curriculum committee needs relate to
this question. Baseline data about incoming students, such
as SAT scores, high school (PM, where students come from,
and the like, must be developed and compared as curricular
discussions take place. What happens to students once they
enter the institutionwhat they major in, how many credit
hours they take. whether they transkl, drop out, or graduate--
also must he generated.

information should be collected and disseminated gradually
as individuals come to realize what specific intOrmation they
want and xvlw they want it. Ix) offen, information overwhelms
a committee and contiises its task; information also can be
used to obtscate a problem and convince individuals of a
particular argument. Information should be tied to a com-
mittee's specific questions so that individuals comprehend
the information they have rather than gathering it simply for
intimation's sake. The point is not to withhold information
that will help a group reach a deciskm but to provide indi-
viduals with specitk. data that will facilitate decision making.

The concern about implementing a new curriculum relates
most clearly to) the political and cultural aspects of the orga-
nization. Any curricular decision that threatens the security



of the present faculty will be met with resistance. Similarly,
participants need to be aware at the outset of their discussions
about the ramifications of their decisions. Clearly, few insti-
tutions could afford an innovation that would cost a million
dollars to implement. The fact that constraints have been
placed on a curricular discussion should not dissuade dis-
cussants from attempting far-ranging proposals. Rather, the
discussion needs to he framed within defined parameters
so that creative ideas can be grafted onto initial proposals.
Faculty development or a gradual phasing in of a proposal
over a numher of years could ensure that initiatives even-
tually succeed.

ivo dangers arise with innovation. On the one hand, an
initiative supported by a small minority has few chances of
success. On the other hand, an attempt to achieve institutional
consensus appears far-fetched and ill-advised. Faculty have
diverse opinions, and the expectation that all Will agree On
the nature of undergraduate education should he avoided
in all institutions except those with the most specific insti-
tutional ideology.

Still, broad-based suppon is a necessity. Ohviously, any idea
that will take root will need active and v()cal support from
a variety of institutional actors. At the same time, an atmo-
sphere sh(nild be created so that constituencies are not polar.
ized. The expectations should be that people can disagree
with the outcome of a decision and that they will be able to
have a %Ince in the assessment of the experiment but that they
will also be expected to support the initial decision.

Assessment sluxild be an ongoing concern fiw hoth the
institution's curriculum in general and specific curricular initi-
atives ( see Banta 1988; Ewell 1984, 1985; Pace 1979 for dis-
cussions of institutional outcomes). At the beginning of their
discussi(ms, participants sln)ikl have a reasonable expectatk)n
that any innovation that ultimately is implemented will have
a fair and impartial assessment. Broad supp( wt fin- how the
assessment will occur will also aid in participants' buying into
the overall project.
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SUMMARY

Projects dealing with the curriculum are distinctly different

from other areas of institutional concern. Planning for the allo-

cation of resources, faculty development programs, institu-

timal advancement, and enrollment strategies, for example,

all begins with a consideration of general goals and specific
objectives. It rests on assumptions that the participants are
wholly familiar with the process and premises.

Curricular transformation confronts another agenda. In the

face of general directions pointed out compellingly by society

at large and changes in the nature of knowledge, curricular
objectives that fit the future needs of current students are
rarely self-evident or specific. Agreement iswidespread that
large changes are in the offing, but even among the most
experienced academics a vision of the outcomes is still amor-

phous. Given that topics like racial justice, ethnic diversity,

and respect for the ecosphere are acceptable as broad social

goals and that they belong in educational programs, howcan
they he read and translated into the curriculum and its

components?
Many of the questions overreach the disciplinary structure

of knowledge that has been the mainstay of curricular design.
Many require articulated action across the curriculum, point-

ing to a planning approach that is process-oriented and
exploratory. To hormw a phrase from the market place, "front-

end loading" dominates any plan for transforming the cur-
riculum, Thus, planning for transtimation really involves two

stage.s, one that makes an explicit analysis to clarify processes
that often can be assumed in other kinds ofplanning, finding
legitimacy, opening discourse, and negotiating principles of
action that might or might not stand the long-term test. Sec-

ond is the act of implementation itself, an action that deals

directly with the intricacies of organizational change.
Because the first stage of a curricular transformatkm en-

gages topics that are (Alen taken tor granted, the fundamentals
of definition and labeling are important. Those involved in
curricular change must do the same on their own campuses.
The product of this first stage is a white paper that lays out

the crucial dimensions of a problem in the curriculum by de-
scribing current conditions, expands on the main ideas and
rationales, provides new intimation, and presents alternative
scenarios. It forms the basis for negotiation and leads to a set

of priorities.
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Certain aspects take on fundamental importance. The
chargethe delineation of duties and direction of inquiry
is, familiarly, put forward by the convening authority. At the
outset, what is to be accomplished, who is to be involved,
and how it is to be evaluated must be given full consideration.
A working definition of the curriculum and its parts lays out
the scope of institutional responsibility and general inten-
tions, and acknowledges the "satisficing" nature of the cur-
ricular artifact.

Design is the most appropriate organizing principle. Design
puts the emphasis oi invention of an artifact by the faculty,
those who will have the responsibility for bringing it into
action. The artifact is not immutable or perfect but offers that
balanced arrangement of resources, abilities, and interests
that promises educational effectiveness.

The underlying assumption guiding curricular change is
that organizations and cultures gravitate against ii:novation.
Innovative organizations must be consciously designed. They
do not simply evolve. Of consequence, organizational par-
ticipants must develop strategies geared toward ongoing initi-
atives and assessment.

Organizational leaders are catalysts for change rather than
producers of physical change. Change is not causal, linear,
or predictable, and it has complex, often spontaneous, ram-
ifications. Given these assumptions, the work of managing
curricular change is more dynamic than static, more an art
of interpreting one's environment and culture than a science
of developing effective managerial practices. Developing cur-
ricular change is as much a process as a goal. The point, then,
is to suggest a philosophy that offers individuals ways to think
about how to act in their own organizations as they struggle
to invent and implement curricular innovaeons.
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